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IS THE CONSTITUTIONFlexible? Should there be a

~==~n~~visio;ha;{esth~- e~!~~

man poses these two questions,
and others, on page four.

Ueacbe··rs <.toll.ege 1Rews
Columbia Medalist
Wi•wer, 1935

/CPA First Place
1931-32-33-31-35

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1935

VOL. XXI.

Wins Home Ec Post

''Big Hearted
Herbert' Will
Be Presented

EVENTS-OF-THE-WEEK
Education week observancespecial features daily; WSM
broadcast, Friday, 6:30 P. M.;
Dad's Day : Program starts 10
A. M. Saturday.

NO.9

Pa~ther-Southern

Tilt Headlines Dad's Day
Events Saturday; Luncheon, Stunt Show, Grid
of EI's First Observance
Dance Are Features
.______________ -- - - - - -----.

Comedy Chosen for Second Annual Pro duction by Faculty,
December 12 and 13 ; Final Cast
Is Announced.

Carbondale Makes Comeback
Aft;er Early Season Setbacks;
Heavy Experienced Line Is
Chief Forte of Invaders.

Shiley Will Direct

McAndrew Is Coach

I Jay B. MacGregor

Counsels Damsels

Jay B. MacGregor, Dean of
Men, has the following announcement for all college
women with reference to the
Dad's Day celebration here on
Satur d ay:
' ' Bring your daddies, not
your sugar-daddies .''

Men's Union, Women 's League
Team to Sponsor Daytime
Events; Student Council Offers $15.00 for Stunts.

Grid Dance Is Finale

Big Hearted Herbert) a comedy in
A rejuvenated Carbondale grid eleven J
King for a day! That is the recognithree acts written by Sophie Kerr and
that proved its mett~ e last Saturday
tion which Eastern will confer upon
Anna Steece Richardson, has been
against McKendree wlll provide oppoDad this Saturday. From 10 a. m.,
chosen for the second annual faculty
sition for the Panthers in the Dad's
wh en th e vanguard of d a d s st ar t arproduction, to be given here Thursday
MAXINE HARROD
Day game Saturday afternoon.
1:iving for the tour of buildings and
and Friday, December 12 and 13, it
After getting off to a poor start
campus which is to keynote festivities,
was announced by Robert Shiley, di- Jl8 . •
lJ
early in the season, Carbondale has
until the strains of "Home Sweet
rector, late last week.
rallied and shows signs of becoming the
Home" die away after the football
th
well-known Nemesis to aspiring footdance that night, Dad will be feted.
Mr. Shiley has already chosen
e
Telescoped, here is how the day's proacting and production staffs. Kevin J.
0
bailers in the Little Nineteen.
ad
coach McAndrew had to develop a
gram reads: 10 to 12 a. m.-Inspection
Guinagh has been assigned the le ing
of buildings, campus and meeting facrole, that of Herbert Kalness. Mrs. Eastern Junior Named State Co,l - complete new ball-carrying unit at the Deadline for Entries Is December ulty,· 12:15 p. m.-Dinner at picnic
th
t f
start of the current campaign. There's
4 ; SpeCl'al 1ssue to Include
Dona1d R. Alt er WI-11 Pay
1
e par 0
lege Chairman at Chicago
grounds·, 2 p. m. ·- Football game,
. b th K 1
been nothing wrong with his line from
Wl'nners.
ElIza
e
a ness.
C·onvention.
Panthers vs. Carbondale·, 7 p.m.-Stunt
the start, and he himself has characK. J. Guinagh Heads Cast
terized it as the best he has had in
Show; 9:15 p. m.-Football Dance.
The complete cast is as follows:
Maxine Harrod, Eastern State junior, many years. But the backs availab~e
Quincy Guy Burri's, member of EastUnion., League Are Hosts
Herbert Kalness, Kevin J . Guinagh; was elected state college chairman of were inexperienced. By their play ter:.n's English staff, last week accepted· Members of the Men's Union ExecuRobert Kalness, Richard Wick; Eliz- the Illinois Home Economics associa- against McKendree they have indicated an invitation to serve as chairman of -tive Board and the women's League
abeth Kalness, Mrs. Donald Alter; tion at a meeting of that body in Chithe committee which will judge manu- council will serve as general hosts for
their rise to the estate of veterans.
Martha, Miss Isabel McKinney; Her- j cago on Fr:day and Saturday, Nov. 1
scripts
entered in the f9urth annual the day. Joe Henderson, Union presiThe Maroon line is replete with vetbert Kalness, Jr., Clifford Howell; Alice and 2, at the LaSalle hotel. Delegates
literary contest to be sponsored by the dent, a.n d Ella Mae Jackson, League
eran material of which Panthers have
Kalness, Miss Florence Litchfield; An- from college and high school home graphic knowledge.
Moorman, end; News.. Other members of the judging president, have appointed the following
drew Goodrich, Robert Shiley; Amy
economics
clubs
from
all
over
the
state
.
Morawski, tackle;
Emery, center; committee are to be chosen within a committees: Invitations _ Josephine
Lawrence, Miss Beth Kassabaum; Jim were present. Eastern had the largest Dabney, guard; and Patterson, end; few days.
Moulton and Glenn Cooper·, building
Lawrence, Jay B. MacGregor; Mr. college delegation.
A member of the J'udging committees and campus tour- Gertrude Foltz and
are some of the men who helped give
Goodrich, Lloyd F. Sunderman; Mrs.
EI was represented by the following Southern a victory over Eastern last for two previous News literary con- Thomas Chamberlin, co-chairmen, and
Goodrich, Mrs. Lloyd Sunderman; Mr. s tudent delegates :
Ruby Conover, season, although the Panthers were tests, this wiU mark Mr. Burris' first Rosemary Baker, Ruth Corley, June
Havens, Howard DeF. Widger; Mrs. Wilma Collins, Ruth Miller, Irma superior i~ ground-gaining ability.
year as chairman. He is a former Hughes, Gladys Watkins, Charles Brian,
Havens, Mrs. F . L. Verwiebe.
Winkleblack,
Freda
Williams,
and
manuscript
reader for the Babbs- Mer- James Michael, Marion Mathas and
· th
McAndrew's backfield is composed of
Mr. Shiley is using two boys m
e Maxine Harrod. These from the fac- Barger, quarter; Keyes and Hill, halfs ; ri11 publishing company of Indian- Richard Popham·, luncheon-Ruth Milcast to play Herbert K alness' sons.
Luci:e Thomas, Walton
. h ulty attended: Miss Clara Attebery and and North, fullback. Hill is one of the apolis. Two books for which he read ler, Esta D"e,
J
Clifford Howell of TC High as the h Ig Mrs. Viola Pittman Russell.
the
manuscripts
and
which
later
beMorriS·
,
Donald
Cavins, and Jay B.
'th
fastest dash men in the conference.
The convention was opened WI 'd a North is a hard-hitting ball carrier.
came big sellers are Warwick Deep-, MacGregor, dean of men,· football
school boy, and Mr. Koch's grandson,
Dickie Wick, to play the grade schoo1 1 banquet at the LaSalle hotel F n ay
----EISTc
ing's "Sorrel and Son" and Emi'le ushers-Henry Phipps, chairman.
boy.
.
.
. I night. General meetings were held
Ma.gne's "Life of Ninon de L' Enclos."
The stunt show, to be given in the
The productwn staff Is: Mary AliCe Saturday. Miss Jana Glenn of the
December 4 is the deadline for en- auditorium at 7 p. m, will be under the
Harwood, bus:ness manager; Geo~·ge Hawaiian Islands was the chief speaktries in the contest, which comprises auspices of the Student council. HomHenry, stage manager; Evelyn Keith, er at the Satmday meet, her subject
the six following divisions: short stor- er Hendricks, Council president, states
wardrobe mistress; Evelyn Ringo, prop- I being "Customs in the Hawaiian IsCharles L. Allen of the University of ies, book reviews, poetry, essays, car- that $15.00 in cash prizes will be
toons, and linoleum or wood block il- awarded for the best stunts, divided as
erties; Ruby Stallings, make-up; Fred lands."
z·Immerman , publicity chairman.• Eliz - D e1egat es vrsi
. ·t ed the Art Institute serve
Illinoisas journalism
will lustrations. Winners will be honored follows: first prize director of department
the Illinois Col$7.50; second
abeth Widger, head usher.
Saturday morning, after which they lege Press association in •t he absence by having their entries published in a prize-$5.00; and third prize-$2.50.
Players to Sponsor Production
were guests at dinner given at Mandel of R. R. Barlow, who is on leave to special literary supplement which will
Stunts Are Limited to Ten
The production will be under the Bros. A. style sho~, featuri~g fall study, it was revealed in a communica- appear as a part of the Christmas ediStunt try-outs are to oe held Wedauspices of the Players. Proceeds will styles, chiefly collegiate, was witnessed tion to Alexander Summers, associa- tion of the paper on December 17.
neEday night at 7:30, with rehearsal
be donated to the Student Loan fund ther~.
1 tion president, late last week.
Publication of the literary supple- scheduled for 7:30 p. m. on Thursday.
of the college.
.
MISS Harrod ~as elected the .1936
Mr. Allen was executive secretary in ment in December will mark a depart- Stunts are limited to five minutes,
Big Hearted Herbert comes with the · state college chairman at the busme~s charge of the Illinois State High ure from usual procedure, past num- with five minutes additional allowed
fo:Iowing sample-recommendation:
I session Saturday afternoon. She will School Press associa tion for ten years, hers having appeared in late January or for arranging properties. The total
Percy Hammond, dramatic critic of preside at Springfield, voted as the con- He assumes directorship of the ICPA early February.
number of stunts for the entire prothe New York Hera:.d-Tribune asked I vention site in 1936.
with a practical knowledge of associaElsTc
gram is limited to ten.
Professor William Lyon Phelps of Yale
ElsTc
tion problems.
VIOLET PODESTA ELECTED
Campus organizations are asked to
university to select the ten most en- SNAPSHOT CHIEF SEEKS
summers
and
Vincent
Kelly,
business
TO
FILL
FROSH
VACANCY
turn
in their stunts to Hendricks or
1
tertaining plays of the 1933-34 season LOAN OF FOLDING CAMERA m anager of the press body, plan to
Louise Ashby as soon as possible. A
in New York. B:g Hearted Herbert was
dispatch information
to
member
Violet Podesta was elected to sue- faculty judging committee will award
included, along with 'Men in White,'
A size 116 or 120 folding-type schools about plans for the convention ceed Pauline Smith as freshman class the prizes.
'Ah, Wilderness,' 'Dodsworth,'
'The camera or kodak for use in taking here next spring some time before the secretary at a short meeting of the
A football dance to be sponsored by
Shining Hour,' 'Yellow Jacket,' 'Mary snap-shots for the Warbler snap sec- month is out.
class last Tuesday. A committee con- the junior class in the auditorium at
of Scotland,' 'She Loves Me Not,' and tion is sought by Charles Meyer, snap
---EisTc
sisting· of Francis Durgee, Bessje 9:15 will bring the program to a close.
editor. If you have such a camera will
Fidelis held a brief meeting in the Phipps, Vio~et Podesta, James Stahl, Kathryn Walker is the general chair'Her Master's Voice.'
---EisTc
you drop a note in the Warbler box or ma:n building last Tuesday evening. and Harriet Moore, was selected to man in charge of the dance.
speak to Mr. Meyer, Warbler heads Instructions to pledges was the chief make p~ans for a stunt to be given
Dads will be admitted free to all
ask.
business.
Dad's Day.
parts of the program except the luncheon, for which a fee of 35 cents each
is to be assess~d. Luncheon reservations
should be made with Glenn
"You can build an adequate teachCooper
or Josephine Moulton.
ing personality," asserted J. B. Mac---EISTC,--Gregor, Dean of Men, at the freshtunes
and
comic
songs
to
the
barbarity
climax
by
the
entrance
of
two
dancers
By
Marguelite
Iknayan
man orientation program last ThursThe enthusiasm of the Saturday of the old Cossack songs, brought to a who performed traditional Russian
day. Mr. MacGregor spoke to the
group upon the subject, "Personality night audience seemed to indicate that - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - -- -· dances to the delight of the audience.
.................................................... The whole prog~·am was characteristicand School Teaching."
Charleston did realize its good forally Russian and was largely unfamilMiss Clara Attebery, home economEDUCATION WEEK q_ARD
Prior to the lecture by Mr. Mac- tune in being able to hear the Don
iar .to most of the listeners; music of ics instructor at Eastern, was elected
Gregor, Dorothy Bruce played two Cossack Russian Male Chorus. This
this type could be heard again and secretary of the college section of the
Remaining features on the
piano recitals for the group. Paul W. group by its own intensity gained and
again
and enjoyed more each time.
Education Week program are as
Illinois Home Economics association at
Sloan, faculty member in charge of held our attention throughout the varfollows:
Tuesday
Women's
the convention of that body in Chicago
There
is
no
doubt
that
the
romantic
the meeting, announced there would be ied prog~·am of the evening. We exprogram,
8 p. m.;
Glee
club
November
1 and 2.
history
of
the
Cossacks
in
general
and
but two more lectures.
perienced the thri11 that comes from
Wednesday-Talk
entitled
"RenMiss
Attebery
and Miss Mary Whitof
these
men
in
particular
was
an
imDr. Walter Cook will speak to the hearing artists whose powers of exovizing
Education
in
Illinois"
by
lock,
University
of lllinois, who
is
portant
factor
in
the
interest
they
freshmen on the subject, "Planning pression are immense yet held under
Dr. C. A. DeYoung at 8 p. m., to
chairman
of
the
college
section,
are
created.
Their
military
bearing
and
for Graduation,
Certification and perfect control. Every eye was on the
be given before Kappa Delta Pi
faces bespoke their training and hard to plan a research project of integratPlacement," this Thursday afternoon. "diminutive but dynamic" conductor,
open meeting; reception at Pemexperiences. One could not help re - ing home economics with other college
President Buzzard will conclude the Serge Jaroff, and every voice obeyed
berton Hall to follow DeYoung's
membering
that these are men whose subjects.
series of lectures, Nov. 23, with the the slightest sign from his hands or
address; Thursday - Dinner to
---EISTC--lives
had
to
be started over again afttopic, "College as Preparation for Life." face, pouring forth a richness and varbe sponsored by Phi Delta
er
,
t
he
war,
men
in
exile
singing
songs
STATE HEALTH OFFICIAL
---EISTC--iety of tone and achieving effects of
Kappa, followed by open meetof home. That they can keep Russia
GIVES ADDRESS MONDAY
crescendo
and
diminuendo
truly
re
PHOTOPLAY EDITION OF
ing at which Dr. W. W. Patty
within themselves in this way is forof Indiana university will speak;
DICKENS ' WORK RECEIVED markable.
tunate for them and for us; we canDr. Deatherage of the State H ealth
An especial source of wonder to the
Friday-Broadcast from station
not but feel their sincerity.
Department spoke on dental hygiene
A photoplay edition of Charles Di'ck- audience was the almost
incredible
WSM, Nashville, by college
Those who heard the Don Cossacks in the auditorium yesterday. Training
ens' "David Copperfield" has been re- range of the voices from A below the
group; Monday, November 18need not have read these mere words; School children and student teachers
ceived at the general library. Publish- bass staff to F on the fifth line of the
Professor Charles Fullerton will
those who didn't, take heed and let not were present.
ed by Dodd, Mead and company, it treble staff. The program was varied
-speak in auditorium at 8 p. m.
Dr. Deatherage made the speech at
contains 16 illustrations from the 1934 in mood from the devotion of a relig- ..........••................•.•.•..................• another such valuable opportunity slip
the
invitation of Walter W. Cook .
by.
cinema version,
1ious ~hant
through plaintive folk

Q. Guy Burrr·s ls
Contest Char·rman

llYJaxrne na rrod ls
H m e E c L ea d er

1

I
I

I

Adviser Named for
College Press Group

I

1

Dean J. B. iMacGregor
Is Orientation Speaker

Reviewer Praises Performance of Don Cossack Chorus

.M iss Clara Attebery
Named to State Post

I

Page Two

TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Tuesday, November 12, 1935

Class
High School Press Geographers Given
Backstage With DQn Cossacks; Government
Visits State Capitol Body Holds Meet Travel Talk Monday
News Scribe Declares It Novel
Twenty-eight members of the TC
High government class and 10 adult
sponsors and chaperons made a trip
to the state capitol Wednesday. The
visit was made primarily for the purpose of seeing the General Assembly,
which is now in session, in action.
The group left Charleston at 5:30
a. m. and drove by auto to Springfield. Lincoln's tomb was first visited,
after which they went to the Supreme
Court building and thence to the
Capitol where they saw the Senate and
House of Representatives in regular
session.
Representative C. G. Strohm and
Senator J. S. Mundy greeted the group
and advised them to sit in on the
committee m eetings to be held in the
afternoon.
During the course of the afternoon
the group visited the State Museum
and the office of the superintendent
of public instruction.
At two o'clock the group witnessed
committees in session.
Senator Mundy accompanted the
visitors to the governor's mansion.
They met Governor Horner while
there.
Adult members of the group were
Mrs. Howard Gray, Mrs. E. E. Hallowell, Mrs. H. E. Phipps, Mrs. H. DeF.
Widger, Mrs. Charles Davis, Mrs. Geo.
Reynolds, Miss Lena B. Ellington, Fern
Tait, Jack Austin, and Ora Wilson.

•

"He Lives for Music"

Business Manager of Chorus Say~
Jaroff " Lives for his music";
Fountain Fools Several Members of Chorus.

• •

By Alexander Summers
One of the greatest sports stories
ever written was said to have been
penned by a reporter who did not even
see the contest-in-point. He visited
dressing rooms of the two teams before the game, during the half, and
after the game. The reporter · later
became a pathologist.
Risking such a fate, we borrowed the
tactics for a report on the performance of the Don Cossack Male Chorus
here Saturday night.
From. Outward Ap·peara.nce~
First impressions as the Chorus filed
out of the reception room for Part 1
on the progrem: Not as tall as reported, but large men, all of them ... Nor
did they have the countenances we
had pictured. The imagined scowl was
missing and the nether lips were less
full than we had envisioned. We catalogued them, American style, rapidly;
A Russian Rotarian, a big business
man, conductor of the out-moded
street car, proprietor of a local drug
store, doctor, butcher- men. Director
Jaroff had eluded us ... oh, well, we'd
see him later.
came the fascinating strains of
"Credo" and the following four numbers. Part I was ended, so quickly
it seemed, and the Chorus trooped out
of either door. Some of them touched their foreheads lightly with handkerchiefs; nearly all of them reach e d
for cigarets. Several smoked the long
Russian brands; the majority seemingly preferred the American style of
smoking delight. A dozen, perhaps,
made their way to the reception room;
others wandered willy-nilly in the
hallway. There was a complaint that
the stage was too slick. Please, could
something be done about it?
They Amuse ThemselvesThat Russian Rotarian spent a long
minute inspecting the carved illustration in the main entrance ... Another
stepped outside for a sample of the
weather, and came back smiling broadly . . . It had stopped raining. The
basso plumbed the depths of the scale,
and
thundering
echoes rumbled
through the hallway. The men chatted
in twosomes-always in Russian. (None
speak English). Without being notified, the score or so linge1ing in the
halls made for the reception room.
Minutes later they emerged, took their
pre-arranged posts of entrance. Ah,
there was Jaroff. Little indeed-a mite.
He was placid, unobserving. But his
whole attitude changed when he led
the group in singing, as t hose in the
audience know.
Water Fountain Fools Them
More handkerchiefs and more cigarets came into play after Part II. The
choristers were sprightlier, more observant. Several wandered down to
the libary bulletin boards, struck
matches to see the pictures . . . Mr.
Wood turned on the light in that
end of the hall. Thank you! A Cossack tried for a drink at the west
fountain- and must have thought he
was in the war again. No kinder to
coss~cks than to Easterners, the illadjusted fountain sent a lively stream
of water into his left eye. He blinked,
laughed, used his handkerchief. Another cossack tried, and became the
second victim. Others followed at intervals, and suffered similar fates. Not
one of the victims warned his successor

SERGE JAROFF
----------------

I

Combination Dinner
Is Held Wednesday

A group of faculty members and
their wives enjoyed a combination dinner Wednesday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter M~ Scruggs,
---EISTc--1045 Fourth street. The party later
attended the Lincoln theater which
featured Paul Muni in "Dr. Socrates."
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Franklyn L. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs.
Friederich Koch of Eastern's music
Wayne P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Dondepartment, received word today from
ald A. Rothschild, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
H. Seymour, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles San Antonio, Texas, that the historical
grand opera, "Lone Star," written by
H. Coleman.
Dr. Otto Wick, son-in-law of Mr.
Koch, was accepted by the Texa-s comat the fountain! That Eurasian-looking mittee for the Centennial celebration
Cossack went through dance exercises to be given it premiere March 2, 1936.
·
h"IS agi·1·t
The opera is based on the ma]·or
. . . Amazmg,
1· y and gr a ce . . .
They trooped off for Part III.
events in Texas' battle for freedom.
We engaged Mr. Harrison, business Recta Von Berchem has written the
manager of the troupe, in conversation libretto, based on a synopsis by Wilduring the final portion of the pro- 11etta Mae Clarke, native Texan.
gram. He was affable ... Former res- Dr. Wick has conducted for several
taurant owner in Boston . . . Revered of the leading symphonies, musicSer-gay Yar-off (Russian, he said, festivals, and societies in America
and rolled the 'r') ... "He eats, sleeps, and in Europe since 1920. From 1928drinks-lives-music," said the man- 31 he was on the staff of the National
ager. On the bus ride here today Jar- Broadcasting company as a conductor,
off spent the entire time making a new composer, and arranger.
arrangement ... Schvedof makes some
of the arrangements . . . But he lives
in Russia, and out of 25 or 30 proofs
he submits, not mor·e than one or two
TRIPLE DIP
are accepted by Jaroff . . . The 'old
Ice Cream Cones ........................ C
Cossack Song' was finished, and Mr.
Harrison was happy that our audience
applauded so enthusiastically . . . We
were tempted to ask, "Why shouldn't
it?"

Otto Wick's Opera
On Texas Accepted

I

Six Delegates from News Staff
Attend First Fall Convention
Held in Robinson.

Eighty-five delegates, including six
members of the Teachers College News
staff, attended the fall meeting of the
Eastern n :inois High School Press assoc~ation, held in Robinson last Tuesday evening. Harry Hamby, news editor of the Terre Haute Tribune was
guest speaker.
Guests registered in the main corridor of the Robinson High school [
buEding at 6:15 and were entertained f
d"t
b .
t ff
d
d
· th
h l'
f t .
t Or e I ors, USiness S a S, an a .
at d mner m
e sc oo s ca e ena a I .
Th f" t
f
t·
.
d.mner, guests a d - visers.
e us . annua1 a 11 mee mg
6 :45 . F ollowmg
d"t
.
t
h
was
concluded
with these features.
.
d t 0 th
JOurne
f e ~u 1 odnumt lko eaRr ba
Olney High will entertain member
program o music an
a s.
e a
.
.
.
Goldsmith, association president, wel- sch?o~s durmg the ChriStmas vacatwn
corned delegates and introduced the peTnho · f
E' t
h
tt ded
.
.
ose ro.m as ern w o a en
opemng
number of entertamment.
Two
numbers were sung by a student were Franklyn L. Andrews, adviser;
quartet. Mary Kathryn Foley foEowed· Roy Wilson, Vincent K elly, Stanley
with a xylophone solo. V. E. Gibbens, Munson Elam, Charles Austin, and
A~exander Summers.
adviser to Robinson's "News 'n Everything," introduced the speaker.
"I like to think: of the newspaper as
a grand mirror around which the world
revo:ves, reflecting all its fineries and ·
DRESS SHOP
qualities," Mr. Hamby stated in the
A
new
shipment of the season's
address that followed. He spoke of the
latest
styles has arrived.
importance of correct word choice and
Dresses
as low as $3.95
a simple style of writing.
"Newspaper men," he said, "learn to
appreciate the true value of life." In
connection with this he told of some of
his own experiences, and the experWhere Experienced Operators
iences of other journalists.
Afford Expert Service
Round table discussions were held

================

I

MARGARET'S

•

YOUR BEAUTY SHOP

•

Shoe Repairing Neatly Done

BRADING'S
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
Phone 173
North of Square on 7th St.

1·----------------•

FINE

I

PHOTOGRAPHS
•

ART CRAFT
STUDIO

••

Fine dairy products mean better breakfasts,
lunches and dinners, for dairy products a r e the
foundation of every meal Because everything
we sell comes from modern farms and is carefully selected by experts you can depend upon
our quality to be the very finest obtainable.
If you want to enjoy these better things call
your nearest grocer or call Main 7 for daily
service.

Meadow Gold Dairy
~nd

Van Buren

TELEPHONE 7

Phones:

Office, 126;

Residence, 715

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Ill.
+1----111-11

II

II

11-11-tt-tl-tt-11-tt-

DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
to 9:00p.m.
604~ JACKSON S1'.
Telephone 132

DR. W. B. TYM

Office Phone 43
Res. Phone 1148
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
DENTIST
Hours:
8 to 12--1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston. Ill.

·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·,-··-··-·+l •111 -··-··-··-··--~--·----··--·-··--·-·+
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Alexander Bldg.
North Side Square
Phone 340
Frames Repaired-~Lenses Duplicated

+•-u-·----·--·----·--11-lt-••-··-11·- •-••-••-••-••-..
DR. J.R.ALEXANDER
516lh Sixth St.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160

+· •

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

U

lt-41-lt-

DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th a.nd Van Buren

THE LEADING JEWELER

DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD

Office Hours 9:00 to 12 :'0 a. m . and
2:00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m.
604 % Sixth St.
Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770

"-••-~~•-•~~-•·-~~•-••-••-etlt ·••-••-••-••-n--e~•-••-a•-e•-••-a•-n-•..

DR. B. C. TREXLER
DENTIST

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380

Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037

501 Jackson St.

----·--·--·-··-··-··~·-··-··-··--·--·

-·~-··---·--·----·-----·--·--·--·---·+
Phone: Office and Res. 242
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
NOTICE-Those who appreciate the . . . .

Highest Quality of Dry Cleaning
call 68 and an authorized representative of the

MONTGOMERY
CLEANERS
call.
will

WE HAVE NO SUB AGENTS

I

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

+•-..-••-••-••-•t-tt-11-tt-tM-•t-tt-lltt· +•-••-•--••-••-••-•-.••-••-••-••-~~•-••- +•-••-••-••-••--•-•---••-••-••-••-••-a•-+

Now is the Time to Select Your
Christmas Gifts
A small payment holds any article you wish to select. Come in and
see the latest in Elgin Wrist Watches. Beauties!

PHONE 540

r·--·----·--·-··-··--·--·-··--··--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··----·----- . - -----------·--·--·-·.&.

need not be
•
expensive
We have some beautiful styles and
finishes to choose lfrom this Fall.

•

Address 1309 4th St.

Recipe for Better Meals

7th

723 Seventh St.

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF CAMPUS
ON FOURTH STREET

~--------------------------t

5

Boley's Ice Cream
Factory

Mrs. John Marshall honored the
Geography club with a travel talk
about South Sea Islands, China, and
India at a meeting of the club Monday evening. The lecture was illustrated by co:ored sEdes taken by Mrs.
Marshall while on the cruise.
Mrs. Marshall, Charleston resident,
has toured the world seven times, and
has taken other shorter trips to points
of world interest.
The contest of the evening was
"Artifacts of Europe."
The meeting was well attended.

Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phone 440

-·-·-·-··---...··---..--...-.....-

.......

511% Jackson Street

.....-··---~-----·---·--··-··-·--·--·--·-··-··-·--·

DR. 0. E. HITE
DENTIST

CHARLES J'.l. GREER, M. S., M. D.

1st National Bank Bldg.

721 Jackson Street

Office Hours: 9:00-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
Thursdays--9:00-12; 7-9
...._.._.._.._.._.._...___.,_.._..____.+

_______________ ,.,_"":'-_______________,_,._..

.....

Office Hours 8-12- 1-5
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629

Phone 77

ALL DOCTOR'S OFFICES
ARE OLOSED ON TUESDAY
AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

____..

..
II

II

II

II

II

II

K

•

V
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Football Team to Be Feted at Dance on Saturdag
Junior Class to Sponsor Event as Part . r-Tnn h,_,.E,._,.t,._,._,Q,,_,._k··-·1 Country Life Club Dr. Buzzard Fetes
Faculty, Towns111en
1
e ,_,,_,._.,_,_,_,_.,_.,_.f.
as ern uac 1 Initiates Members
0'}~ r D a·d 's D a y'. C0 m m z·t tee 1s Sel ect ed +n-mo-NnPresident R. G . Buzzard entertain-

By Torchy

Les .S hepherd 's Orchestra to I Plans
Play ; Kathryn Walker Serves I
as General Chairman.

Honorary Dance

Novel Campus Tour Is Part of In- ed several men at a guinea hen dinner
We thought the RUSSIANS were
itiation Ceremony; LloJYd Mil- party Saturday evening at 6 o'clock.
great. VODKA you think? . . . MR.
After dinner, those present were guests
ler Resigns Office.
BOO has been scaring would-be-stu-

of Mr. Buzzard for the Cossack perdents away form the re~eption room . .
Twenty-two new members were in- formance.
Only t~n more days 'til exams! Do yo~r itiated into the Country Life club WedFaculty men who attended were
Members of the co:'Jege football
crammmg
stlll
.
. ht o,c1oc
·
, k m
squad will be guests of honor, along
t
th early
t ...
t dJOHN BLACK
b t
EI' 1 nesd ay evenmg
a t eig
a Lawrence F . Ashley , E . H . T ay1or, c . p .
s formal initiation service held in the Lantz, E. L. Stover, S . E . Thomas, and
ge s
. e 1a es
ope a au
with visiting dads, at the dance to be
. MATEnal ... Boys, ask IKE WENGLER ·
t
.
Th.
f 11
db IH D eF Widger
sponsored by the junior class Saturday
for the latest winter-fad.
eas muslc room.
IS was o owe
Y
.
.
.
games and songs . .The new m embers
T ownsmen present were the Revernight in the auditorium. Dancing will
"GIRLS, you should dramatize your- were then blindfolded, lined up along a 1 end H . L. H ayes, J. Y. Kelly, the Revstart at 9:15 following the vaudeville
1
j self in the evening. Don't berope and led over the campus.
The erend Mr. Atherton, Tony Bianchi, Dr.
program and continue until 11:45.
"A
PRICKLY
PHYLLIS,
who
thinks
1 blindfold itinerary included such scenic
Dudley, Dr. W. E. Sun~erman, Ben AnKathryn Walker has been named
her
tongue
should
be
sharp
and
pointspots
as
the
o·d
power
house,
all
the
derson, Charles R . Miller, and J. W.
general chairman for the dance. Her
ed
to
get
in
the
best
licks,"
or
large
piles
of
leaves,
gravel"
walks
and
Alexander.
assisting committee comprises Maxine
"FRESHIE, who rates herse·f as the the top of the tower.
---EisTc
Harrod, Walton Morris and Dona~d
only --one that matters," or "MISS
After the trip, refreshments of popMiss Elizabeth Michael entertained
Cavins, class president.
KNOW-HOW, who goes in for saying corn, potato chips ·and cookies were Mr. and Mrs. J . Glenn Ross at dinner
Les Shepherd's orchestra from Terre
things that amuse."
served to all members.
Friday evening.
Haute will play for the affair, appear1
Be
a
SMOOTHIE,
who
knows
she's
J
The
new
members
wer
e
:
Thelma
Tiping at Eastern for the first time. In
! one in many and that people will ton, Mildred Pease, Dorothy Felkel,
T erre Haute this unit has played I
j Jike her for making them feel com- Ruth Webster, Ali'ce Bryan, Marguerite
campus dances at Indiana State and at
fortable and happy."
Leathers, Roberta Finley, Grace Scheib Rose Poly.
---EisTc
al, E!eanor Jacobs, Iona Mowrer, VirA special recognition program for
ginia Eyestone, Jessie Lou Cochran,
members of the traveling football
l~umber
E' izabeth Dickman, Emma Koss, Sarah
squad wt:l be held during the evening,
Fredenberger, Helen Walters, Ruth J
at which time Alexander Summers will
Moore, Margaret Barber, Elizabeth
introduce the leading 1935 Eastern
KATHRYN WALKER
Miss Ethel Hanson had the follow- Spears, Maurice Wilson, John Ritchie,
gridmen and their coaches.
ing guests at the performance of the Marion Ash.
Single admissions are to be 25 cents,
Don Cossack Chorus Saturday eve- At the business meeting Lloyd Miller
with couples being admitted for 40
ning: Mr. and Mrs. J. A. B. Tompkins resigned his vice -presidency in favor
cents. Football men will be admitted
of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Mr. and Mrs. of Maurice Wilson, who was elected to
free, along with one guest each.
Hiram
F . Thut, and Mr. and Mrs. succeed him.
1
Invited chaperons are Mr. and Mrs.
Jay B. MacGregor and Mr. and Mrs.
"Ladies and gentlemen, I come to Harold M. Cavins.
Hiram F. Thut.
stand before you-not behind you. I
\
Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard and
The present junior class, as sopho- come to address you-not to distress
family were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
mores, also sponsored a dance in honor you. My subject is Bohemian spaghet- Donald A. Rothschild at dinner FriAfter all is said and done, you
of football men last year· It took the ti and you are all full of my sub- day evening.
1
get what you pay for. Our
form of a sports dance, and was held . 'ct . ,
·n
the
gymnasium
where
decorations
Je
·
operators know that no two
1
t th
Thus orated Violet Podesta to a motMiss Elizabeth Michael entertained
carried out a spor
erne.
ley group of gypsies in the dining with a dinner Saturday evening at I
people's hair is exactly alike,
ElsTc
room of Pemberton Hall Wednesday her apartment 875 Seventh street. Her 1
and experience and training
CombininJg a photograph with the
night. The occasion was a Bohem- guests were Miss Annabelle Thompgreeting at once adds to its value
have taught them to treat
' ian dinner, .and the staid Pemi~es were son, Miss Beth M . Kassabaum, and
and sentiment. It becomes a gift
differ,e nt h air differently in
S
· • all garbed m the most outlandish cos- Miss Myrtle Arnold.
as well as a greeting, solving the
order
to create true hair
gift problem of many whose means
In a simple church ceremony, R th Itumes possible. The dining room was
beauty
through expert wavare limited.
H. Greshman, daughter of Mr. ~d !lighted by candles se~ in ~he necks of
Mr. and Mrs. J . A. B. Tompkins of
:i.ng.
Mrs. H. Gresh/bottles, and the mam dish was the Milwaukee. Wisconsin, were week-end
We carry a complete line of "up 1
man, became the
aforementioned Bohemian spaghetti.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram F. Thut.
to-the-minute" style of design and
truly personal greeting cards. B e
bride of William
Features of the evening were a i
--sure to see these.
Ernest Litherland,
broadcast from station GOOF, and a I Mrs. Walter M. Scruggs entertained
son of Mr. and
story-telling hour conducted by Pres- her bridge club Tuesday afternoon at 1
Mrs. Bert Litherident and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mr. her home, 1405 Fourteenth street. A 1
land, b 0 t h 0 f
and Mrs. F. A. Beu, Miss Nathile Me- dessert luncheon was served to club j
PHONE 1501
815 MONROE
I
Bridgeport,
IlliKay, and Miss Mary Thompson.
members and one guest, Mrs. Donald I
nois
I Special guests for the dinner were A. Rothschild.
Dr. and Mrs. Buzzard and Mr. and
The single ring
Mrs. Beu.
cere m o n y was
_ __
See Our New
E ISTC - - performed by the
1
Rev. stokes of the
MISS EMILY BAl\.:ER GI 1/ I:B
1
Wood
Zio n Methodist
E. w. Litherland
THEATER PARrry SU0;DAY
1
and
.........................
.
Plaques
church in Bridgeport, Sunday, at 10:30
a. m.
Miss Emily Baker entertained her
Tablets and Envelopes, Box Paper,
10 % OFF ON CHRISTMAS CARD ORDERS TAKEN THIS WEEK
Pound Paper
Mrs. Litherland is a graduate of student teachers with a theater parBridgeport high school with the class ty for the showing of "Top Hat" at
of 1933. Mr. Litherland is a junior t he Lincoln theater Sunday night. FolNEWSPAPERS
PHONE 428
MAGAZINES
SOUTHWEST ,C ORNER
at Eastern and will continue his stu- I lowing the show, guests were served redies here.
freshments at Miss Baker's home.
They will be at home to their friends
Those in the party were Virg·inia
at 899 .Seventh street in this city.
McDougle, Martha Elder, Violet Mc---EisTc
Farland, Lucile Bubeck, Ernest JohnR. W. CORDIERS GIVE
son and Joy Crites.
McMORRIS-MOCK-METCALF
BRIDGE PARTY ]'lUDAY
EISTC
West Side Square
Faculty Members Visit in Champaign
Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Cordier enterREADY -TO-WEAR-MILLINERY-OOMBINETTES
tained with a contract bridge party and Mr. and Mrs. Walter M . Scruggs
~GIRDLES, ETC.
Friday evening at their home, 1066 motored to Champaign Friday evening
POPULAR PRICES
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
Ninth street. Guests were Mr. and where they were dinner guests of Mr.
Mrs. Glenn H . Seymour, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. C. S. Spooner.
Harold M. Cavins, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
P. Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. Kevin J.
Guinagh, Mr. and Mrs. Walter W.
LOW PRICES
Cook, and Mr. and Mrs. J. Glenn Ross.
PLUMBING & HEATING
Gua ranteed Work
- - - E I S T CI - -COMPANY
Orchestra Chosen for Novelty Dance
Plumbing, Heating and
Wayne Mcintyre's Terre Haute
Sheet Metal Work
dance band will furnish the fox-trots
and rhumbas by which Goldilocks and
RAY DENNIS JOHN SHRIVER
the three bears will dance at PemberTlte facilities of this hotel are available
Phone 648
617 Lincoln
ton Hall's Novelty Dance, November
C~ve Dick, Mgr.
22. Tickets will go on sale soon.
Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room

I

I

of Faculty
Parties Are Given

PerD Hall Holds
Bohemian Dinner

Beauty Comes with
Expert Waving

I

Junior Classman
I Marrl.ed Sunday

I

I
I

I

I

MODERN
BEAUTY SHOP

SANDERS STUDIO

Royal Linen
Stationery

SPECIAL-

~::~ Ends

$1.00

... . SOc

$1.00

King Bros. Book & Stationery Store

W. E. HILL & SON

·

THE VOGUE SHOP

HI-HAT
CLEANERS &
1--IATTERS

·WHITE

PHONE 295

•

j"Of SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

I ~

PRIVATE pARTIES
DANCING

-Banquet Room

Home Cooked Foods
Salads, Pies, Sandwiches, Soops
Plate Lunches 25c

LITTLE CAMPUS
CAFE
Mr. and Mrs. Don Walker
Frank Voris

Our Home Cooked Lunches

Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

are prepared with the Best Ingredients and with
Best Care. A trial will convince·.

CORNER CONFECTIONERY

HOTEL U. S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois
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Problems for Entire World, Sags Writer voice of the Faculty

"Tel/the Uulh and don't be afraid"

By Staff Reporter
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stvTo a democratic nation steeped in
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at
to~eration, the
discrimination
in
Charleston.
Germany against class, color, and creed
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the seems repelling. It is difficult, even,
Post. Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March to comprehend such injustices, much!
3, 1879.
less to justify them. Where toleration
•
~-Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
Alexander Summers '36 ............................................................ Editor
Vincent Kelly '36 ................................................Business Manager
Roy Wilson '36...................................................... Publicity Director
Stanley Elam '38 ....................................................Associate Editor
Evalyn Schooley '36 .................. ............................ Society Editor
Franklyn L. Andrews.............................................................. Adviser
Member
OSPA

Member
ICIPA
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1935

To Edit, or Not to Edit,
That Is Question
It is a common enough sport to muse about the
fe l of the other fellow' shoes. That is what fr eshmen at olumbia university have been doing this
fall, and the results are interesting. In one poll
they voted 4 to 1 their preference for a Phi Beta
Kappa key over a varsity letter. This trend, ho,.w ever, i becoming general in recent years. The
strutting gridiron star now has his ego deflated
perennially.
Another poll to which Columbia neophytes were
subjected captures our curiosity. Scholarship
honors topped athletic honmrs 4 to 1, ·but by 2 to 1
the freshmen declared they would rather be cap~
tain of the football team than edito·r of the Columbia Spectator, student newspaper. Chief reason
for thi choice is that the Columbia first-year clan
i~ a peace-loving set. Contradicto.r y as it may sound,
hfe for the football captain there is a bed of roses
as compared to the Spectator editor's turbulent
couch.
·
Ye editor there is eternally in the spotlight.
He swat8" prexy and the trustees regularly. He promote campus rallies against them as enemies of
free thought. He flays them as pillars of the capitali t ystem. Not infrequently he lands on the
front page of the New York press, aye, the nation's
press, perhap between foreign dispatches on Haile
Be~assie and Hitler.
As _for tha~ peaceful personality, the football captam, ton s about him are
cu, hion d away on the in ide page , far from the
headline t rife and furor of page. one.

Dad to Get Honorarium

has approached such a desirable stage = C. H. Coleman, History Instructor, Betrays
as in the United States, specimens of 1
His Fondest Avocation
high-handed intolerance on the Nazi
•....:...
level meet with immediate condemn- +_,._.,_,._.,_.,_,

I

-·-··-··- ·+

ation.
From Interview by Fern Tait
It _is an amazing tribute to the verWe had long entertained the suspicion that Mr.
satlllty of Adolph Hitler and his ilk-this Charles H. Coleman's vocation was also his avocation
almost universal condemnation. Why and we welcomed the opportunity afforded by this inter~
it it so? Because the National Social- view to test our hypothesis.
ists have altered. in some degree prac- we are convinced that the
tically every agency of social living in original assumption was true;
1
the Germany of today. Laborers, min- for we gave him free range
isters, statesmen, scholars, and the de- in the choice of a subject,
I pendent have in some fashion felt the and he chose to deliver a
:ash of evolution.
discourse on that most conBg
Fra.tP-rnal Sympathy Felt
troversial of present - day
Roy
We
of
the
college
world
can
feel
a
problems- the Federal ConWilson
certain definite and fraternal interest stitution. In speaking on this
when it is learned that 7,000 scholars subject, Mr. Coleman says:
and professional people have been dis"I might point out that all
,..
About October 15, General Hugh S. placed since the Hitler regime took ·this sudden reverence for the
Johnson relinquished his post as PWA power. Most of the scholars, of course, Constitution on the part of
chief in t New York City, said he was ha.ppen to be university graduates or certain political elements is
rather queer when we realiz.~
going out over the nation and size-up present students.
the New Deal, in a friendly but critical
Frank Ritchie, whose temporal cap- that the passage of unconstiCharles H. Coleman
manner. From that date to this the acity it has not been our privilege to tutional legislation is conGeneral has been on one of the biggest learn, has contributed an enlightening fined to no party. The three periods in which more legisscalp-collecting sprees of recent years, article to the November issue of the lation of this type was passed than any others, were the
has cracked more heads, and trod upon National Student Mirror, an organ of administrations of Lincoln, Grant, and Theodore Roosemore toes than can be repaired for the National Student Federation of velt. There seems to be a misconception of the nature
many a month.
America. This organization hasn't the of the oath to_s_upport the Constitution taken by all govsanction of every honest student lead- ernmental offiCials. Some appear to believe that adAlong Johnsqn's Warpather because its policies lean definitely vocacy of const~tution~l ~har~e violates that oath. They
Let us skip along the warpath of! toward the radical. But it is a "work- ~orget that the Constitution Itself contains provisions for
Johnsonian criticism for a few paces. ing, thinking" agency.
lts o~n ?haJ:ge. If we go back to the tim~· when the
His series of articles whi'ch he conConstlt.utwn was framed, we find that such eminent men
Permanent Placements Sought
Mr. Ritchie tells that efforts are be- as Washington, Franklin, and Madison, although they
eluded Thursday on the President's
Cabinet should assume a vitriollic ing made to give these displaced Ger- were members of the Constitutional Convention, were
place in New Deal chronicles.
Of man scholars more permanent places
<Continued on Page Seven)
Cordell Hull's policies in the role of in other countries. Working in the inSecretary of State, he says: "On the terests of this project is the League of
economic side, our foreign policy is a Nations High Commission for Refugees.
failure."
Of
Morgenthau:
"His Many of those scholars have come to
and
greatest pre-Cabinet contribution to the United States.
The BIG and little in Review
our fiscal affairs was to introduce
Speaking of their plight, the GommisBy The Editor
that great bug expert, Prof. Warren, sian says:
whose own great gift was to beguile
the administration into its fiasco
"To abandon the foreign scholars
with devalued money." He concludes: who are now making places for them- NEWS HEADS WERE GUILTY : : :
Of inaccuracy when they stated that McKendree col"The financial and fiscal affairs of selves in the world of American scholthe United States are in the worst arship in unthinkable. The wor:d in lege was on the verge of financial collapse, unless somemess in our history."
general cannot afford the loss of their thing was done to reimbw-se its treasury. Well, something
Of PWA and
Secretary Ickes: jle~rni?-g or th_e United States th~ con- had been done t o reimburse the treasury weeks before the
"Either as an aid to recovery a tnbutwns wh1ch they are makmg to News article appeared. A $250,000 grant had been made,
. n·Izat•Ion."
and McKendree's continued existence is assured. OnlY
construction program or a vehicle ' for our CIV
recently
the school-oldest Protestant institution in conemployment, PWA is a failure-honest
Who can say that the United States,
tinuous
operation
west of the Alleghenies-celebrated its
but comp1 ete." Of Wallace: "- sur- or any nation, is isolated and devoid of
13th
annual
homecoming
and 108th anniversary. · The
rendered all mental conclusions to Rex world entanglement?
~lebration served as a program of welcome to McKenTugwell, who knows as much about
. -·--··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·•-o~~•-··- t dree's new president, Dr c. R. Yost. About 2,000 friends
the farm problem as Haile Selassie 'f
:
1 and alumni were present.
knows about Oshkosh , Wisconsin."
1
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The Soap Box I

* * * *
J WE ARE HAPPY TO PR~SENT : : :
Dad- forgotten man in the cheme of thingsA Rap at Madamstudents
and
•faculty
:
Three additional stars in the News firmament. Glen
Invites
will g t b elated honorarium Saturday. Ea tern Of Madam Perkins: "It may be the
to
voice
their
opmiOns
Coop~r
has experienced a varied career in EI journalism.
members
tate i planning a day of festivities in honor of, fault of nobody, but the labor moveon
topics
concerned
with
college
!
Startmg
out as a humor columnist last year, Cooper has
him. on ' and daughter and the colleg it elf have I ment in this country is a mess." Of
1su_ccessi~ely written ne~s and features,
I
life.
Please
limit
letters
to
150
aJ.'ranO'ed a program which includes a stunt night ~ecretary_ J?,earn's ability to get ~ub:
words,
sign
communications.
j tne~ his hand ~t busmess, and carhow, tour of the campu picnic football game and he funds. We muffed that bnght l
~I toonmg. He assisted with the East. ' .
'
'
chance completely. Those hundreds of •
+,_.,_.,_.,_,,_.,_.,_,_.,_,._,,_11,_
,+
ern Quarterly as business manager
I
l
ance.
n
1ort,
dad
1s
gomg
to
find
out
what
all
·
·
h.
h
t
b
t
d
h.
.
.
. m111Ions-w 1c mus
e spen some
A Chorus of Cheers
I and will continue in that capacity for
I hm~ dimes ~o fo~, and why the expense Ii::l day- all were set aside for Mr. Ickes
the remaining two issues of that fea~vorthwhile . He IS go:no· to find out that Eastern not to spend, or went to Mr. Hopkins
ture. . . . Wilma Birdzell is probably
I more than an educational plant; that it's a center for raking leaves and boondoggling. Dear Soap Box:
f
,
ll
I think we owe a vote of thanks to better known as president of Si..a-ma
o · cmtm·e a , we . ..AJ1d he '· going to l earn that 1 Hundreds of millions more are being the Entertainment Course and Mr. Tau Delta. But Miss Birdzell also has
Ea tern and the individuals who compose it are\ poured down the same rat-holes-while Widger for bringing t o Eastern so rich a commendable reputation .among
grateful to dad for his part in 'the sch me of 1 the equipment of our army remains ob- a program of entertainment as the Eastern journalists as a dependable,
things.'
solete and insufficient." .
Cossack Chorus proved to be.
occomplished reporter. She cares for
It .i. our duty to make dad el as much a part . In a land of free speech, people are We assure him that we will never ~ll Pemberton Hall news.... For versatility we ~ust cono.E the oilebO'e as we ourselves are. We should strive m for a lot _of laughs, if they will only again believe Mr. Widger to be over- tmue to rec?m~end our own pet prodigy, Mr. stanley
read the daily newspapers.
th s·· t·
Elam. He gives other editors a severe case of neuroses
to O'ive him as accurate a picture of our college
en u 1as 1c.
with hi~ flings at frank criticism and fractious punning.
life as po ible, and at the arne time put him in the Scrupulous Phrasing--But he IS a very valuable asset. He is our joke-smith feafor o-round, not the background, of that pictuTe.
For scrupulous phrasing, an orchid to
Peace-makers-We Hope
t ure writer, reporter, editorialist, .copy editor, proof-r~ader'
W e should O"ive him the feeling that h e is a student. Vice President Garner. Approached re- Dear Soap Box:
and .head writer. No, he is only one person. Mr. Elam is
by proxy at Ea tern. And dad is going to like it cently by a representative of a nationPlease let thisJ settle the gentleman- just now trying to master the trick of writing society arbetter if you make him a student in self on the day al broadcasting system and offered a lady dispute that has been raging in ticles.
that he is honored.
$52 00 contract to make a five-minute this column for several weeks. We
rad1? talk once a week for a year, he 1 know you wouldn't t hink of replying,
"LAUGHTER AMONG THE AMERICAN
replled as follows:
ladies.
Generation of Youth", as one program of popular
Prevalence of Crime
"Gentlemen: You wouldn't pay John
radio
melodies is dubbed, seems to be distinctly subjective ·
Press)
(By
Associated
Collegiate
From the Los Angeles Junior Collegian
Garner of Uvalde, Tex., $5 a week to
of
late.
Witness such titles as "Out of Sight, Out of
Ohio
The
average
ma~e
Columbus,
''There is op ·r ating in the
nited States an broadcast over your hook-up, and, student is so much more polite than Mmct", and "I Wished on the Moon." Trends in song
army of 500,000 armed criminals,'' declares Clyde gentlemen, you can't pay the Vioo-. the average co-ed that it's far from writing are away from the objective that was characterPresident of the United States a nickel.
A. Tolson, a. · ·i tant dir ctor of the Federal Bureau
istic two or three years ago. . . . Fern Tait wrote a letter
funny.
"Yours truly,
to
the Secretary of State of Wyoming recently, asking for
of In estigation in llie Dep<u·tment of Justice .
According to the standards of good
Jno. N. Garner."
a
copy
of the state constitution. Back came a letter and
rrhe dis couraging outlook for law enforcement
manners laid down by the Emily Posts
the
desired
document. The letter was signed, "Lester C.
ao<enci · i s ''That one in every 25 persons in thi;:; +·_,._.,_.,_,._~~·-·-"'_"'_'"_,._,._,+ of the land, young women should
Hunt·•.
who
is the Secretary of State. He stated that i
smile and whisper "thl}nk you" in r ecountry po . e es a police record; that the cot of
0
boyhood
chum
his named Bruce Corzine was last recrime to the country this year will be $15,000,000,- . . . . u
e as ....1 sponse to small favors. Maybe some ported in these ofparts
asked Miss Tait to extend his
1
000, and that, if averages prevail, about 12,000 citi- +.,_, _,._.,_,,_,_,_,._.,_,._,._,,_ + young women do, but co-eds do not, greetings. Mr. Corzineand
is
in Chicago with an insurance
at least they don't at Ohio State.
z n. will b murd red, 1,000,000 will be assaulted,
TEN YEARS AGO
graduate
of the college.
company.
He
is
a
An ambitious and curlous young man
and -o,OOO will b robbed"
Week of November 16-23
at that school stood beside a much used
How much re pon ibility for pre. ·ent day crime
Miss Ronny Johansson, Swedish door last week and opened it for every- "WHAT'S THE NYE-KVALE : : :
Amendment?" was the question asked us in a compr v ntion ·hould be placed upon the shoulders of !character and ~1.ovelty dancer, present- one who approached.
~unication last week. We didn't know. Do you? Conducation
Can it be possible that higher learninO' '! edipdr?gram tFrtiday.
Only two out of every 15 co-eds said
· ·
d
·
· fi
.
n 1ana S a e Teachers college tied "thank you" for the favor, while only tmued the questioner: "It's a proposed amendment to
1n It attempt to pro uce a s~Ienti c gen ration, IEastern, 16 _16.
Section 40 of the National Defense Act . . . which, if a nd
one out of every 15 men neg~ected .. to when enacted into law, will limit its application (the Deha n glected to .stre s the doctrme: '' 'rhou art thy
Newman whipped T. c. High, 12-6.
do so. Most of the co-eds, the experi- fense Act's) in the case of civil education institutions to
brother' keeper '~
menter reported, seemed to feel that those offering elective courses in military training." This
the door was opening of its own ac- purpose the Nye-Kvale amendment would accomplish by
nee again it become our unpleasant task to II
ONE YEAR AGO
13 2
cord, probably in deference to their inserting a phrase at the appropriate place in the present
r iterate a p l a aO'ain t thievery in the college by
N
W~e~ of No~ember - 0 .
law providing that no ROTC unit shall be established or.
college tud nt
Often enough now you've h eard
ew dmmg ~ervwe began operatiOn beauty.
- - -IE I S T C - - .
•' .
'
at Panther Lair.
maintained at any school or college "until such inst itutho. thieves condemned. But till tudent refuse
Forum was organized at a meeting
Vying with Torchy: Did you know tion shall have satisfied the Secretary of war that ento join in running down the responsible parties. Thursday.
that Miss Reinhardt is so rabid a foot- rollment in such unit ... is elective and not compulsory."
Ea t rn' · mo t de irable Department of Justice lie
Entertainment Schedule was releas- ba.ll fan she must listen to three games That's an involved way of spreading cheer to those of us
at once?
who resent mUitary coercion,,
in the integrity of student .
ed.
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It's Certainly Dizzy,
~---------,. Would You Go to War?
This Elam Interview
Asks Elephant's Child
1

The Last Trump

By Stanley' Elam
"Write a screwy interview about a
screwy person for the humor page,"

''This, Partner, Is Our Trick"

commanded the Editor, his face ominously dark with whiskers.
"Sure," I said.
"I want it quick-and the screwier
the better." The Editor vanished in a
cloud of important business.
"What does he mean by screwy?" I
asked a convenient bystander.
"A screwy person," said the bystander, "is a fellow who reads all his
outside reading in history."
"Oh," I answered vaguely.
"Or a guy who buys note-book
paper," he added.
"Uh-huh," I said.
"Or a golf player who makes the
course in 126 playing alone," he continued.
"Yeah," I agreed.
"Or the pal who won·t lend you a
quarter to go to the show."
"I get you," I said. "Those are the
dopey guys, a:right."
"I thought you'd see the point,' he
said. "By the way, pal, how about
slipping me a quarter for the show?
It's tops tonight."
"Sure," I said, forking over the
quarter, "Im not one of those cheapskates."
The bystander pocketed the money
with a cheerful grin and said, " Gotta
be trotting along, pal. Hope you find a

Makes Scientific Discovery
COLSEYBUR DISCOVERS THE
DOODLE-BUG
The Missing /Link

The 'doodle-bug' is a cross between the
archaeopteryx and a kayow. The 'doodle~ bug'
was known to the ancients, but :Q.ev-er classified.
History tells us: "The ka.yow jumped over t he
moon." In all probability it was archaeopteryx,
or more likely the 'doodle-bug.' The 'doo.lllebu ' unlike Winnie, the Poo, is an inhabitant
IPROF. COLSEYB,UR
onf; of North America. The saying, "Bitten by the bug" re~erre? to the d'o odlebug', the 'doodle-bug' having a peculiar bite, somewhat llke l1mburger chees:
The 'doodle-bug' has been extinct for
three hundred years, about a hundred
Little Boy Blue .raised his hand
less than the Republican Party. No And leaned upon the concert grand.
one knows how much our littercher 1 And Litt'e Bo Peep-nobody's foolowes to the 'doodle-bug'. In all prob- was half aEleep on the dunce's stool.
Little Jack Horner had a corner
ability more by far than to Winnie,
the Poo.
On a case of rock and rye,
And Molly and May (peroxide grey)
Professor C'olseybur, who is consid- Were bored enough to cry.
ering writing a series ofoooks for chi·~-·
William TeJ.-though seldom we.ldren
affectionately dedicates this Was most fm:.Iorn and solemn.
' Last
~ Trump to the 'doodle- b ug.'
week's
But the King was wise and quick to
The 'Doodle-bug,' the learned Professor
surmise
believes, is far superior to the non- The teacher couldn't make the "Oh,
sensical littercher of Little Orphan 1
Professor'' column.
Annie and Wheaties.
The Doodle-bugs
+n-au-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-t~•-~+
The Purple Kayow
The Wella is a dood~e-bug
I never saw a 'doodle-bug'
And certainly most vexing,
CONTRIBUTOR'S COLUMN
(But I don't care a doodle)
And Whya just a doodle-bug
* * * *
For I know he'd wag his tail
Equally perplexing
Just like our little poodle.
Says Well:a, "Whacha want?"
Says Whya, "I dunno."
And Wella says to Whya,
I never saw a 'doodle-bug'
You are invited to perpetuate
"Aw right. Is datso?"
(Because he wasn't there)
'wit of the week' as spoken by
I hope I never see one
the students or faculty in this,
Almost anywhere.
your column.
Skit of the Week
i
Wilstin Brothers and Elam
~
I never saw a 'doodle-bug'
(Roy Wilson, Charles Austin, and
Ticket winners are Dorothy Curtis,
(No doodle-bug saw me)
Stanley Elam)
Rose-Marie Megaw and Evelyn Mayer.
When' he was out a-walking
The Bond Street Boys
We were both behind a tree.
in
Glen H. Seymour: "Another thing
"Just Three Dood:e-bugs"
Hamilton wished to do was to levy an
This is the open season for 'doodleexcise tax on whiskey, so-(the bell
The Master Builder
rings) - Well, we'll begin on the whisbugs.'
__
/
j Dood:e-bug· Henry
key tomorrow. Submitted by Dorothy
As the Earth Turns } /
Was as dizzy as could be
Curt iss.
1 love the fields at harvest time,
Trying to put an aerial
I love the flowers of June;
Up in a tree.
H. DeF. Widger: "The ancients used
The stars upon· a summer's night
to believe, and many people still do,
Set my soul a-tune;
Doodle-bug Heru·y,
that husband and wife are one and that
I love the winter's lonesome days
He came downone is the husband."
Submitted by
For then I can reflect;
The dizziest doodle-bug
Rose Marie Megaw.
It's to the seasons in between
In Charleston town.
That I most heartily object.
Paul w. Sloan: "Learning to care
Doodle-bugs Clapp, Wilson, B lack, for the babies by practicing with a doll
De Profundis
and Spooner attended a dance in seems to me like learning to swim in
Tell me, dear teacher,
Urbana Friday night. When asked by the gymnasium." Submitted by Evelyn
Wise and sedatea friend if they had any girls they Mayer.
If I'm naughty
didn't know what to do with, DoodleAnd if' I'm late,
bug Clapp whimsically rep~ied, "Yes,
Will the doodle-bugs
four.'' The party, as usual, went the
And Winnie, the Poo
rounds in Doodle-bug Clapp's charFeel sorry for me
iot.
Or sorry !or you?
to the coHege student, is something
We is all doodle-bugs, isn't we? Isn't
to
eat. If you think first of WerDid you ever help a 'doodle-bug' pull we? We say, isn't we?
den's Grocery you will make an A.
his arn outa the fa.r, so that he could
Signed: Ole Poker Face.
gp daoughn taoughn to the theayter
- -I!:ISTC--the hear the preanner?
Earl Houts an EI student-Employed
South Side Square
£~,t Shorty's Barber Shop.
The Critio Teacher
Experience- a teacher dear
But often unprepared, I fear.
And God
most neglectful manWho's ever seen his lesson plan?
But Nature clearly as she goes
Outlines most everything she knows.

I

OH, P.ROFESSOR!

I
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If the United States were to declare
war, would you go?

Panther Lair

POPPJN' OF:'F
Roy Wilson may 'point with pride' to
his trip to the u. of I. Homecomingand 'view with . alarm' his deflated
pocketbook.
we anticipate a good column on the
cultured side of this page. "Ole Poker
Face" has been exposed to the erudition of the News staff.
Urutis asks a pertinent question: How
is a person expected to write another

book report when he's only read one
book in his life!
BIG SCOOP; WAR ENDS
Alex and Evelyn have signed an
armistice!

·

Frederic E. Zimmerman '38 - d To be
11
sure, for who am I to disregar a ca
to the colors?
. Fred Snedeker '38- I should love to,
but my betters say nay.
Evelyn Carruthers '38- As a nurse?
I think not, but one never knows.
Charles Austin '36- Sure, with boots
on.
Elizabeth Irwin '38 - Yes, to inspire
the men on t o victory.
"Tony"' Haire '36- They would have
to find me first.
Ardeth Birch - I would go if I had
to.
Martha Turner '36 - I'm hoping t his
catastrophe won't happen, but if so I
shou~d probably have little choice in
the matter.
Carl Shaw '37 - I don't believe I
would make very good 'cannon fodder.'
Basil Osborn '36 - I don't know. It
might be fun to be a doughboy, though.

I

Is that multi-colored glove mention- - - E ISTC'--ed in chapel the fore-runner of ·redSelect for yourself or a friend a
white-and-blue teachers' wearing ap- beautiful stone set ring-our stock is
parel?
new and complete-a small deposit will
hold your choice 'till Xmas.
C. P.
N . A. (Natural Ability) Honefinger's
Coon, J ewe:ry and Music, 408 Sixth
baseball theme song: "Guess I Musta Street .
Swung too High."
Vince Kelly

comes

through:

(C'ontinued on Page

How

7)

Lawyer's Grocery

screwy person."
"I will," I said.
But, funny thing, I have found only
one person like he described. That was
a fellow I tried to borr?W a quarter
from to go to the show.

wfwn

Fresh Groceries and Meats
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Phone 1478

1010 ILinco:n St.

ABOUT BEAUTY SHOPS they make
a real comparison of service but we
know our shop can stand the criticism
b-ecause our operators give expert service and careful attention.

flmliM
-l2lfA
CHARLESTON BEAUTY SHOP
604 SIXTH ST.

PHONE 292

QUALITY COAL AT QUALITY PRICES
Prompt Service at All
Times

•

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE 85

A Subject for
Much Thought

WERDEN GROC.

Super Feature! New Fa!i

a

Thru the Ages-(The Missing Link)
1. Adam

2. Eris
3. William Tell
4. The Professor.
King So~omn once went to class
And was amazed what came to pass.

The
CASH
GROCERY
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE
CAMPUS ON SIXTH ST.
OOME OVER TO OUR PLACESEE WHAT ~OU CAN BUY
FOR 10c
A Big Table Full

•

Open 9:30 Evenings

Stunning Styles! Worth $5 l:l Moret

s

OTHERS $1.19

6

A brilliant array of new Fall styles
for every occasion . . . in M~TE
LASSE, ROUGH CREPE, WOOLS,
KNITS, ACETATES, CORDUROY,
rough and smooth fabrics . . . with
the new trimming effects and in the
new colors. Sizes 14 to 52.

Out-Smart: t:he Weatherman
Such marvelous, light: weight: rubber gaiters!
A style-right sheath of flattering, satin
smoothness that: laughs at winter's snowy
blasts - and keeps you ankle deep in cosy
comfort. Drop in and let us fit you tomorrow- then let the weatherman do his worst.

A&G SHOE MART.
"Footwear-·for Every Walk of Life"
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Indiana Central Normal Drubs Panthers by 18-2 Score
Rain, Mud, Strong Hoosier Team Join
Forces to Hand Locals Fifth Setback
Two Long Runs, Steady March
Down Field Give Central
Scores; Safety Comes Lat e.

Leads Maroon Invaders

+·-··-··-·~~~-··-

. ·-·,-··-··-··-··-··-11+Eastern Cubs Skid to 7- 6 Victory at

~~~!~L~~~~~s .

+•-••-••-••-••-~~•-••-•a-aG-•a- aM-un-n+

Pass from Drum to Taylo1r Pro-

Trojans Defeat TC
Eleven Friday, 26-6

Contributed lby Charles Austin
vides Touchdown ; Crabtree
A Wheaton merchant had offered a
Scores Winning Extra-Point.
hat to the first Wheaton college football player who scored a touchdown on
Charleston High school had too 1 A pass from John Drum, Ea.stern's
the home field. The athlete who scormuch power for the Blue and Gold quar~rback, to Sam Taylor, end, in the
ed the touchdown and won the hat
gridders of TC here Friday afternoon, second quarter was good for a touchreally "Merritted." He was Phil Merand the locals lost by a 26-6 score. The down that gave the Eastern State
ritt, varsity fullback.
Trojans thus gained their fifth con- Cubs a 7-6 victory over the Indiana
secutive victory over TC
State freshman at Terre Haute SaturState Normal and DeKalb both
' TC made its best showings in the day morning. The winning margin was
last their first conference games
first and third quarters. TC scored its provided by Earl Crabtree who plunged
last we::k-end when McKendree
single touchdown in the first period on between center and guard for the extra
defeated the Hied Birds 6 to 0
a 65-yard drive down the fie!d. Char- point that nipped the junior _Sycawhile in the northern part of the
leston High scored in the first, second, mores. This scoring accomplished, the
state Illinois Wesleyan was defeatand fourth periods, cramming· two tal- l Cubs played a cautious game in the
ing the Profs, 7 to 0. Carbondale,
lies into that final quarter.
rain and mud at Memorial Stadium.
next Eastern foe, has not won a
---EISTC:--The freshmen fr om Indiana were a
game this year, their best effort
determined
crew and led by Meenil,
being a 12-12 tie with McKendree.
flas':ly
quar
tertack, Workman, halfFour teams are still undefeated in
back, and Da.l Sasso, a huge end, beconference p!ay. They are Millikin,
gan a comeback after the Eastern
McKendree, Monmouth, and Knox.
Eastern's cross-countrymen journey- ! tally. A series of passes and offThe latter two will have something
ed to Terre Haute Saturday morning
to sa,y when they meet Thanksgivand defeated Indiana State's thinclads
(Continued on Page 7)
ing Day.
decisively. The score was 18 to 37.
•---------------~
Eastern's Panthers opened against
John Dayton took first place with
1
Indiana Centra l v.ith a center who had Robert Anderson also of EI, trailing by
never before passed a ball in a game. three yards. Ridley, Indiana State star,
A good hair cut just doesn't happen
We can say that "Butch'' Waddell nev- took third, while John Farrar was a. -it
is the resu:t of long experience
er made a bad pass while he was in close fou_rth for EI. Paul ~ontgon:ery
aud careful attention. You can ~ct
that kind of service at the
the game, which is a glowing tribute and E?wm Galbreath o~cup:ed the fifth
when one considers the weather condi- and .Sixth notches, while the rest of
tions . . . George Adams,
veteran Indiana. team traEed the field.
guard, had so much mud on him that
ElsTc
he was unrecognizable when taken
When planning your purchases,
Southwest Corner of Square
out of the game . . . Basketball time read the News ads for guidance.
will soon be heTe. TC opened practice
yesterday afternoon under Coach Van
Horn.

Mud, rain, and an inspired Indiana
Central Normal grid team conspired
to hand Eastern its fifth beating of the
year on Schalu·er Field Saturday afternoon by an 18-2 score. Indiana
Central was playing its final game of
the season, and half a _dozen seniors
were out to see that their final effort
was a noble one.
Weakened by failure of two backs
to remain in school, and by injuries
to other regulars the Panthers were
unable to cope with the 'tri:Rle threat'
opposition. Rain poured steadily all
afternoon and converted the field into
a sea of mud-and usually human
•
forms sprawled or skidding on the
water-soaked gridiron.
Allbright Goes to Work
Central slopped to its first touchdown midway in the first period. Allbright, 210-pound fullback, was responsible for the score almost singlehanded. He carried the ball every
time on a 45-yard march that resulted
in 6 points.
He threw himself at the left side
of his line for gain after gain, and in
four first downs crossed the line. An
attempted plunge for the extra failed.
Long runs accounted for the other
two Central scores. Both came in the
second half. A 75-yard run in the
MOORMAN, SENIOR END
second quarter went for naught when
a Central backfield man was penalized.
The third quarter was barely underway before Central had scored. Eastern kicked off and on one of the early
C. S. Leitzmen, Indiana Central
plays from scrimmage, Williams, CenPromised the largest entry in history
coach, called the last touchdown
tral's left halfback, raced 65 yards of the event, State Normal will entermade by the Hao ier team. Standfor a touchdown.
tain the annual Illinois Intercollegiate
ing on the bench on the visitor's
Eastern scored its two points in the cross-country meet Saturday. Colside of the field, he called on Wal~
fourth period. Some exceptional punt- leges planning to compete are Bradley,
lace, speedy halfback, to enter the
ing by Ed. Unitis pu.shed Central deep Wheaton, State Normal, Elmhurst, Megame. The ha.U was on EI's 45
into its own territory, where a bad Kendree, Illinois College, Eastern State,
yard line. Said he: "If we get that
pass from center finally yielded a , and possibly Knox and Monmouth.
big end ('Dub' Weekley) out of the
safety for Eastern. Two successive
Eastern's team, with a record of one
way, it'll mean a touchdown."
blocked kicks put EI in scoring posi- win and one loss this season, will inWeekley was pulled out of position
tion before the safety. The first was elude John Dayton, Robert Anderson,
and lVa:Iace ran around left end
recovered on Central's 14-yard line. Edwin Galbreath, Montgomery and
for a touchdown.
Unitis lost yardage in a. try through John Farrar.
l
---EISTC:--the line, and Lancast~r thr~w two instate Normal will be the favorite to
Patronize our News· advertisers!
complete passes. Indiana mtercepted repeat its winning ways. The Red
another on fo~th down to halt the Birds have won three championships
rally temporanly.
since 1931. Individual champion, howFumbles Lead to Safety
'ever, is Roy Gummerson, Bradley barQuarterback Hendrick couldn't get rier, who copped the trophy last year.
SUPER SERVICE
the ball from center when he attempt- He will get stiff competition from such
ed to punt out and was thrown for a men as Bill Herbster, State Normal,
Grocery-Market
lsos back to his own six-yard line. and Curtis Smith of the same school.
Allbright then elected to do the kickElsTc:--PHONE 71
ing back of his own goal line, but was
Two licensed operators-Expert work·
the victim of another bad pass. He
-Courteous service - Shorty's Beauty
fell on the ball in the end zone, giving
Parlor - Phone, 165.
Eastern an automatic safety.
Wallace, speediest Central back who
had been held out of the game in order to give seniors on the squad a
chance to play, entered the fray with
three minutes to go and promptlyon the first play-scurried around left
end for a touchdown.
WE CALL F OR AND DELIVER
Eastern (2)
Pos.
Central (18)
Phone 404-610 Sixth
W. Ritchie ............ L E ................ Martin
Trulock ................ L T ............ Lattimer
Klink .................. LG .................. Smith
Waddell .............. C ................ Franklin
Adams ................ !RG .................. Morris
Bamesberger .... R T .............. Roufeler
R. Cole ................ RE .................. Fisher
Lancaster .......... QB ............ Hendrick
Newell .................. LH ............ Williams
Kessinger ............ RH ................ Guillin
J. Ritchie ............ FB ............ Allbright
Substitutions - Eastern : H. Cole,
Davidson, Weekley, Swickard, Spicer,
You'll be surpris-ed at the large .s tocks and t he quality we
Unitis, Cooper; Indiana Central: Pike,
have.
Ev.ery item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisWallace, Blanford, Isenblatter, Larifactor
y.
Ever ything for the girl.
more, Ballard, Patchet.

State Cross-Country
-Meet Slated Saturday

Expense of Indiana S tate Fre sh men

I
I

I

EI Harriers Trounce
Indiana State, 18-37

I

It Pays tO Look Well

I

HOLMES BARBER
SHOP

LINCOLN INN-- EASTERN'S CHOICE
HOME STYLE COOKING

SERVICE

WITH

A

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
GROCERIES AND MEATS
First Door Ras t of Campus-PHONE 73

S

c·u

SMILE
D. T. Freeland

E I D K E R

CLEANERS AND FURRIERS
8th and Jackson St.

Phone 234

Charleston

M OORE'S

Utterback's Business College
1\'IATTOON, ILLINOIS

Delivery Service

Short, thorough and intensive training for office work. Special courses
for SCHOOL TEACHERS. Day and Night School.
Tuition Rea.sonaJble

Charleston Cleaners and Dyers

PHONE 248

TELEPHONE BiLDG.

Any Plain Garment $1.00

ALTERATIONS

Coles .Cou!~~~!~;;~~~~p't. Store

ST UDENTSYour Patronage Will Be
Appreciated
Complete Greasing Service
STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS

NEWELL'S
FILLI N G STATION
at Tenth and Lincoln

HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

atMUR AY'

REPAIRING.

COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSI C

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXANDER'S
'' Proved By the Past-Improved for the F uture ''

Smart, Durable
1

I

NEW OXFORDS

-

$295

Shoes tha·t really wear and shine.
Calfskins, rough leathers, suedes, and
kidskins. All with choice oak bend.
leather soles and Goodyear welts.
Sizes 6 to 11; widths A to E.

•

FANCY SOCKS
New Patterns-Sizes 10 to 12

19c-25c

If It's Less Than an Eight, It's Out of Date

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

PHONE 666
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C. H. Coleman Reveals His Fondest
Avocation-Interpreting C~nstitution
(Continued from Page 4)

Can EI Get by Him?

Virginia C. Snider
Has Article Printed

ardent advocates of constitutional
amendment."
Mr. Coleman points out thTee conVirginia
Cottet Snider, talented
stitutional questions which face the young naturalist whose feature articles
nation todlly.
brightened the pages of the News last
1. Should the Constitution remain y-ear, has most recently broken into
unchanged ?
print in the November American Motor
2. Should
the
Constitution be Traveler.
changed by additional amendments?
Her article, "-A Travelog" is the
3. Should there be a general revistory of a trip taken last February
sion of the entire document?
with a friend to historical points of
Constitution Is Flexible
interest in the territory nor.th of St.
In regaTd to the first, Mr. Coleman Louis. It claims the first four pages
says that "the Constitution has a large of the magazine and is filled with
element of flexibility; and as a result photographs of scenic spots and a
few of the charges made so far were Eketch of the route taken. Miss Snimade necessary by any lack of fiexi- der's especial interest was in the Inbility." This quality will continue to dian relics and mounds so abundant
serve us in the future. In regard to in this territory.
the second an.d third questions, he
---EISTC--points out that a variety of suggested 1
amendments have been proposed to
free the hands of the President and
Congress from the various limitations
(Continued from Page 5)
now found in the Federal document
"It is furth-er proposed," says Mr.
Coleman, "that if changes so impor- much do these penny postal cards
tant in implication are so necessary, cost?
a general revision might be desirable.
1
Table Talk:
FOX, SOPHOMORE TACKLE
The document in question has been
W. D. - "I've found that if you 1- - - - -- - -- - - - changed twenty-one times already and
is taking on more and more the ap- keep your left hand in your lap, as
t
pearance of a patchwork quilt. Th~ etiquette requires, we'll save a lot of
chief objection to the calling of a na- bread."
tional convention is that it would open
J. K . - "Why don't you teach us to
(Continued from Page 6)
the door to a variety of ill considered keep both hands in our laps?
The
and perhaps dangerous proposals."
saving would be much greater."
At the risk of being scalped, we
W. D. - "You'd begin inhaling the tack;e slants placed the ball in posipoint out the almost Lincolnian clev- food then."
tion for Workman to score. Meerril's
erness with wl\ich Mr. Coleman voices
Dub. W. - "If Honefinger would go placement for the extra point was
his own views on the matter.
home this week-end it would cut the wide.
Is Document Outmoded?
bill in half."
State, trailing 7-6 in the last quarter
"I am not by any means convinced
0. H. - "Then if Week:ey would go with three minutes to go, began to
that the document of 1787 ... is adapt- home too the meals wouldn't cost any- throw passes. One of these, Meerril to
able to the needs of the present day. thing."
Dal Sasso, was completed for a first
On the other hand, I recognize that
- . , - - -EI STC-·-down on Eastern's six-yard line. Three
the original Constitution contains a FORMER EI STUDENT
plays at the line netted a 15-yard loss.
clear statement of many basic prinFEATURED OVER WILL On fourth down Meerril tossed a pass
ciples of democratic government which
into the end zone where Hutton intershould be retained regardless of any
cepted and returned to his own 31-yard
Charles
Spooner
student
here
last
changes in detail which might be adstripe, with less than a minute to play.
year,
who
is
now
enrolled
at
the
Univocated. I am inclined to agree with
those who feel that the amending pro- versity of Illinois, appeared over stacess has been exploited to the limit tion WILL at Urbana last Wednesday
of its usefulness. At the same time, as soloist with the U. of I. Glee club.
FACULTY-STUDENTSHis songs were: Duna, by McGill, 1
I share the fears of those who are reYou Are Alw~s Welcome at
luctant to see a national convention and Poor Man's Garden, by K ennedy- I
Russell. Several Easterners who heard J
called."
the
program report that the reception 1
Professor-like, Mr. Coleman answers
t·
f "Wh t ' t 0 b do e?" was good and that Mr. Spooner has 1
the qku~s IOn °th
a s
e
n · an excellent radio voice.
by as mg ano er one.
Visit Our Shop on South Seventh
"Why couldn't a revision of the
Wh
h
i E l s T c -- en p 1ann ng your pure ases,
. .
St. Just Off the Square
constitutiOn be undertaken by a com- ~
d th N
d f
"d
mittee consisting of members of both 1·ea
e ews a s or gm ance.

'Table Talk' Tops
Panther Lair Jest

E

St
C b
astern a e u s
Beat Indiana Frosh

CAMPBELL SHOE
SHOP

houses
of congress?"
~-----------------------------=
Some
Extensions of PowerIf congress has as much authority
as a convention to propose amendment, why shouldn't it possess the
authority to submit a revision to the
electorat e? Such a method would be
advantageous from a number of standpoints. Congress would not be confronted with the difficult task of fixing the number of convention dele- ,
gates from each state. A joint committee of both houses would be composed
of experts in Constitutional law.
1
The proceedings of congressional committee investigation is so highly developed tha.t this committee would
have no difficulty in obtaining the
advice of the most eminent authorities on the subject outside of Congress.
Such a committee should . . . not be
dominated by any one political group.
This method of revision cannot be
objected to on the grounds that it i~
undemocratic for the work of the convention must be approv-ed by twothirds vote of both houses before it
is submitted to the states for ratification by three-fourths of their number."

Have You Seen Our Novel

Belted Suede Oxfords?

Greetings to Eastern's First Annual

DAD'S DAY
and
GREETINGS TO THE DADS
from

The CANDY SHOP

East Side of Square

Phone 270

Fletcher's Grocery
''WE WANT YOUR

BUSINESS"
Phone 422

463 Lincoln St.

Priced at only
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$245

Better Hurry, they're moving fast! This
extravagant new creation is the center of
attraction in our shoe department. Your
choice of genuine brown or black suede,
trimmed in kid with a sparkling belted
buckle treatment. Narrow and medium
widths in all sizes. A wide selection of other
styles and leathers, all with hard wearing
bend outsoles.

RYAN SHOE STORE
EAST SIDE SQUARE

I W AA Teams to Compete in Bowling
Tourney; Squad Roster Is Announced
Bennett Will Appear
In Chicago Musicale
According to a communication receiv-ed by Harold M. Cavins late last
week, Glenn Bennett, former EI student, will be one of the soloists on the
'Israel in Egypt' program to be given
by the Apollo Musical club of Chicago in that city on March 3, 1936.
Appearing on the same program are
the Chicago Symphony orchestra, and
three other vocalists of repute.
Mr. Bennett is principal of the Berwyn schools. He married Miss Ruth
Major, former member of the Eastern
music department, during the past
summer.
- - - E I S T C:- - -

Miller, Grid Regular,
Drops Studies at EI
Eddie Miller, freshman star in the
Panther backfield, dropped out of
school last Thursday. He played r egularly at th-e start of the season, but
has seen less action in more recent
combats. He was a . triple-,t hreat back.
and did much of the passing, most of
the punting, and a share of the ballcarrying.

Do college women make better
bowlers than the women of Charleston?
WAA bowlers are going to try to
answer that question. The Bowling
club holds its meetings every Monday
night from 7:30 to 8:30 at the Charleston Bowling Alleys. Two alleys are
reserved for the W AA women.
Some time is spent in teaching new
members the game and some time in
improving the game of the old members. New girls are welcome to come
any Monday evening.
Two teams are being formed to enter in the Charleston Woman's Bowling tournament. A faculty woman's
team is being organized, also.
Members of the college team are Lucille Abbee, Ginger Cayez, Violet McFarland, Betty Hubert, Bessie Phipps,
Marjorie French, Marie Gould, Irma
Vesper, Grace Scheibal, Lola Clapp,
"Billie" Megaw, Elizabeth Schertiger,
Helen Carver, Martha Reeder, Marguerite Leathers, MiSs Nathile McKay,
Miss Lena B. Ellington, Miss Emily V.
Baker, and Miss Mabel Hupprich.
- - - E I S T C:- - -

Two barbers at Shorty's Barber Shop.

The GOLDEN .R ULE
SHOE SHOP

---EISTC---

For the Best in Shoe Repairing
We build up the heels
And patch up the holes
We sew up the rips
And saNe your soles.

Remember your friends with flowers.
They say it best-Lee's Flower Shop,
413 Seventh street. Phone 39.
- - - E I S T C -- -

Order your flowers by telephone. Call '
39. Lee's Flower Shop, 413 Seventh
street.

Prices Reasonable

PHONE 71

--LINCOLN THEARTE-TODAY (Tues.) & WED.-

Adm. 10c & 25c

The Great American Drama

'WAY DOWN EAST'
with

Rochelle HUDSON-Henry FONDA
THURSDAY- BARGAIN DAY-

Continuous Shows

lOc to all till 5:30; then lOc & 15c
Carl BRISSON-Arline JUDGE
in

'SHIP CAFE'
ALSO SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
Adm. 10c & 25c

FRIDAY ONLY-

Sylvia SIDNEY
in

'MARY BURNS, FUGITIVE'
Also Comedy- Act- Shows 2:30-7:00-9:00
SATURDAY- Shows 1:30-3:30-7:00-9:00.

Adm. 10c & 25c

Nick F·O RAN
in

'MOONLIGHT on the PRAIRIE'
SUNDAY & MONDAY-

Nov. 17-18

The Two Mllion Dollar Spectacle

'MUTINY th~ BOUNTY'
One of the First Showings in These
Heah Parts, Stranger
Cast Includes

Clark GABLE- Charles LAUGHTON
Franchot TONE
ALSO NEWS & MICKEY MOUSE IN COLOR

=========REX--------SUNDAY & MONDAY-

May ROBSON

NOV. 17 & 18

in

'3 Kids and a Queen'

ALSO COMEDY- CARTOON- ADM. lOc & 20c
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Finalists in Eight Events of Speaking Hon. D. C. Dobbins
Men Debaters Drill for Initial Match
Contest Selected for Two-Day Meet
Speaks- Here Friday I A gaznst
·
11nzverszty
·
· o flll.znozs
· S quad
.--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

More than 200 people heard Donald
•
Juanita Brown, Glenn Cooper
c. Dobbins of Champaign, United
, TICKET, PLEASE'·,
Women's Debate Group Will
Will Represent Eastern in ConStates Congressman from this distri'ct,
Open Practice Next Week in
tests Late This Month.
speak before the Teachers College high
EI MISS FUMBLES
Preparation for Olivet Meet.
school government class Friday afterRailroad
officials
in
the
Chamnoon on "The Organization and ProFinalists for the intramural speaking
paign-Urbana area are wonderJ. Glenn Ross, debate coach is recedure of the National House of Reprecontest were selected in two-day comhearsing
the varsity men's debating
ing
if
Charleston
is
headquarters
sentat:ves." Out-of-town guests, colpetitive periods held in the college
squad
for
its first debate, to be held
for
the
"more
abundant
life."
lege students, and faculty members
Thursday and Friday. Preliminary
with
the
University
of Illinois at UrMary
Alice
Harwood,
business
were special guests.
winners will compete for the $40 prize
iv,e rsity of Illinois at Urbana on Demanager
of
the
Players,
set
them
After devoting several minutes to an
money on Monday and Tuesday, Nocemb~r 3. This debate will be broadto thinking thus.
explanation of the triple division of
vember 18 and 19.
After a recent visit to lll~ T win r cast over station WILL.
power in the national government, Mr.
Results of the competition last week
Candidates for the women's debate
Cities, she was forced to board
Dobbins went into detail as to practices
were as follows:
team
will meet for the first time on
the
tail-end
coach
of
a
southand procedures in the House of RepreExtemporaneous speaking,
Glenn
Wedn
esday,
November 19, at 7:30 in
bound
passenger
train.
A
little
' sentatives, in which he is now serving
Cooper and Frank Day; oratory, Juanro~m
18.
Their
first debate is with
flustered
over
her
hurry-up
I his second term as representative from
ita Brown and Grace Kortum; poetry
OEvot
college
soon
after Thanksgivsprint
to
the
train,
she
delved
this district. Manner of introducing
reading, Evelyn Mayer and Ann Pering.
into
her
purse
for
her
ticket,
bills and committee hearings were
gram; dramatic reading, Ann Perhanded it to the conductor. This
All students are eligible to try for a
touched
upon in this di'scussion.
gram and Rachel Boley; humorous
1
gentleman
looked
quizzica~ly
at
berth
on one of the two debating
Members of the high school class
reading, Rachel Boley and Fern Webthe
ticket
for
a
minute,
and
then
squads.
They need not have competwere given an opportunity to ask quesster; men's debate, Glenn Cooper and
handed
it
back
to
her,
apologet1
ed
in
the
speech contest to be eligible
tions during the last 15 minutes of the
Frank Day; women's debate, Evelyn
saying
:
for
membership.
ically
one-hour meeting.
Mayer and Juanita Brown; discussion,
· - - - E I S T C'- - "I'm sorry, but I don't believe
Dawn Neil, Eastern graduate who is
(three chosen, one will not receive a
Miss
Florence
Litchfield entertaincan
let
you
ride
on
this."
we
now. teaching at Tower Hill, and his
prize in the finals), Grace Kortum,
ed with a 6 o'clock dinner party in
It was a Charleston "OpportunC.
A. DeYoung of Illinois State government class composed of 15 memGlen Cooper, and Evelyn Mayer.
honor of t he birth anniversary of Miss
ity Day" t icket.
Miss Brown and Miss Kortum, win- Normal will speak for the Education bers were special guests.
Annabelle Thomson , Tuesday evening.
Week
program
at
EI.
Congressman Dobbins was guest of
ners in oratory, will not compete for
honor at a luncheon given in P emberprize money in the finals and their
ton Hall Fri'day at noon. Other guests
ATTEND HOMECOMING
ranking in the preliminaries will serve
were Miss Lena B. Ellington, hostess,
as the final standi11g. One had to be
who teaches the government class;
Among the Eastern students and
chosen in order to give Eastern a repPresident R. G. Buzzard, and Ora Wil- faculty · members who attended the
resentative in the state oratory meet.
All women of the college have been s. on and Jack Austin, student-teachers twenty-sixth annual homecoming in
Hence, Miss Brown will compete in the
Open each Sat. 9:30 till 2:00
State Peace Oratorical contest, to be grouped into seventeen units for social m th e government class.
Champaign Saturday were: Misses Em- Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, pies,
held at River Forest on December 19. and cultural meetings. Pemberton Hall
EtsTc--cakes, bread. rolls and other
ma
Reinhardt, Clara Attebery, Ruby
Judges for the events were Miss Flor- girls are included. The second Tuesday Org~nization
home cooked food.
Harris, Elizabeth Irwin, Mary Alice
ence Litchfield, Miss Roberta Poos, night of each month is scheduled as ·
Miss Annabelle Thomson, F. L. An- regular League night. In a few inHarwood, F lorence Cottingham, Louise 7th St.-~ B lock South of Square
e
drews, Q. G. Burris, C. H. Coleman, stances the meetings may be held at
Tym, Roy Wilson and bonald Cavins.
Thomas Cummins, president of the
Kevin J. Guinagh, G. H. Seymour, Rob- another time.
Forum, announced today that an orert Shiley, Paul Sloan, and H. DeF.
Ella Mae Jackson made the following ganization meeting will be held ThursWidger.
statement
today:
day evening in the reception room. All
Mr. Ross announced today
that
"Every
girl
should
plan
to
attend
her
officers for the year will be chosen.
Glenn Cooper will represent EI in the
Forum discussion will center around
State After-dinner speaking contest unit regularly. Her enthusiasm will
help
to
make
the
Women's
League
as
the
topic "State Constitutions" and
at Urbana on November 22.
strong a campus organization at East- will be under the dir,ction of Fern
---EISTc--We Carry a Complete Line of
ern as it is in other colleges and uni- Tait. Need of change and other recSchool Supplies
versities. The splendid cooperation of ommedations are expected to be touchthe Sub-Council composed of new unit ed upon. Miss Tait states that mempresidents, is evidenced by the fact bers of the college government class
Another overture toward joining a that a definite schedule has been made will be expected to contribute to the 1' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·
discussion, since they are now studynational fraternity was made by the for meetings this week.."
Players at a meeting Thursday night Unit !-Eleanor McFarlen, 1639 Sev- ing the constitution.
---EI!ITc--On Ladies' Shoes
ASK
when they instructed the Executive enth St., Monday, 7 p. m.; Unit 2:.._
Honor
Pauline
Smith
Board to correspond with Alpha Si Audrey Deck, 1639 Seventh, Tuesday, 7
and Accessories
About Our
A number of friends gave a hankerOmega to learn requirements for a lo- p. m.; Unit 3-Ada Scherer, 715 Johncal charter.
son, Tuesday, 5 p. m .; Unit 4--Joan chief shower and combination supper
In addition to this chief point of bus- Hunter, main buil?ing, room 10, Tues- for Pauline Smith last Monday evening.
The party was held at the home of
SHOES
SHOE TREES
iness, Players appointed two new com- 1 day, 7 p. m.; Umt 5---June Hughes,
harriet
Moore, south-east of Charlesmittee heads. Kathryn Walker was 1707 Ninth, Tuesday, 6:30 p. m.; Unit
HOSE
PURSE
named publicity director and Katherine 6-Margaret McCarthy, main building, ton.
GALOSHES
POLISH
Shores was nominated to head a com- room 9, Tuesday, 7 p. m.; Unit 7-EveSILK LACES
HOUSE SLIPPERS
nUttee planning the stunt for Dad'~ lyn Carruthers, main building, room 6,
AND
OVERNIGHT
BAG
Thomas,
reception
room,
Tuesday,
4:30
Day.
Tuesday, 7 p.m.; Unit 8-Ruth Clapp,
p.
m.;
Unit
17Rosemary
Baker,
716
---ElaTe
room 17, Tuesday, 7 p. m.; Unit 9Johnson, Tuesday, 6:30-7:30 p. m.
FIN ALS OF SPEAKING
Gladys Watkins, 1075 seventh, TuesMEET SET FOR 18-19 day 7 p. m.; Unit 10- Juanee Swearen- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
SEE OUR WINDOWS- AND IN THE STORE DISPLAY
gen, 1009 Fourth, Tuesday, 6:30 p. m.;
This is a wonderful opportunity to solve your
MARINELLO
Finals of the intramural speaking '?nit 11- Florence Wood, main build- i
mg,
room
18,
Tuesday,
7
p.
m.;
Unit
Shopping problem.
contest will be held on Monday and
12Mary
E.
Inman,
1107
Second,
TuesTuesday, November 18 and 19 in the
North Side Square
main building. On Monday the men's day, 7 p. m.; Unit 13-Alberta Trousdale,
main
building,
room
11,
Tuesday,
SPECIALIZING
and women's debate contests will be
7:15 p . m.; Unit 14-Helen Imle, 907
in All Kindfl of
held in the auditorium.
BEAUTY WORK
On Tuesday the schedule of events Seventh, Tuesday, 4:30-5:30 p. m.;
is: extemporaneous speaking, oratory, Unit 15- Ruth Corley, 964 Sixth, Tues- W. C. Peters, Prou.
Phone 1506
poetry r eading, dramatic reading, and day, 7:00-7:45 p. m.; Unit 16- Lucile
humorous reading.

Will Speak W d d ,,
e nes a_,.

I

Women's League to
Launch Unit Meets

Farm and Home
Market

I

Meet
C d d f F
ar
Or OrUm

I

r----------------------------·

A.

I

c.

ADKINS

Groceries and Meats

I

Players May Join
National Fraternity

CORNER TENTH AND LINCOLN

CLUB OFFER

Consisting of ....

All for One Price-$8.50

BEAUTY SHOP

---EISTC---

DIRECTORIES FOR SALE

CHARLESTON FRUIT STORE

Student directories will be available
at all times in the main office. See
Miss Katherine Powers if you wish to
buy one.

PHONE 531
FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
DAILY

WILSON BROTHERS
Faultless N obelt

PAJAMAS

DRESS-WELL SHOPS
COLES COUNTY'S

Let a Man Sleep in Comfort

LARGEST EXCLUSIVE READY
TO WEAR SHOP

' cutting, twistingJ drawstring to bind at waist line The
No
NOBELT WAIST gives you the most comfortable fit you ever
knew in pajamas. Tailored of soft, durable '' Lustrette ·' cloth
in Wilson's finest way.

We Specialize on

LARGE ASSORTMENTS- STYLEQUALITY AT MODERATE PRICE

•

JUST NOW••••
WE OFFER SPECIAL PRICES ON

QUALITY WINTER COATS I

•

Pajama Prices Range froJJJ $1.25 a~d up

Linder Clothing Company
"'ON THE CORNER''
--

-

-

-

•

•
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EARTHQUAKE

FIRST WOMA..~ to be elected to Pi Mu Epsilon,
honorary scholastic society at Dana College, Justine
iForristel was also president of the Women's Association
of the colfege and a fraternity ball queen.

SHOCKS ruined
their dormitory so
these Intem1ountain
C o 11 e g e students
slept on the lawn
rather than be inside
a building if further
shocks came to Hd
ena, Mont. The
m i n o r earthquake
there killed two persons and damaged
much property.

NEW YORK' UNIVERSITY undergraduate

art students have just taken over
the studio which the great American landscape painter, George Inness, once
owned and occupied. Nearly 100 students will work this semester in the Inness
studio, once ;t rendezvous of many great painters in the hey-day of Greenwich
Village.
.~,.

11

ATIGER SHINE A WEEK" is the slogan of Bill Burns, who has just opened

, a shoe shine stand at Occidental College to earn funds to finance his college
education. Helen Ramsell was one of his first customers.

L ASELL

official mascot for 1935 is the pet raccoon brought to the ·
college by Margaret Page (left) and which has been adopted by all o( the women
at the Auburndale, Mass., institution.

EDITH HOFFMAN displays
the pri.ze,winning dahlias at
the Drexel Institute (Philadel,
phia) alumni Bower show.

TOR
a commission empowered to spend
DIREC
$8oo,OOO of Rockefeller money to survey the
of

LOUISIANA State University
students who signed up to
··hoe for Huey •• this yqr are
carrying out the terms of their
contract on the late Senator's last
bequest to the university, the
L. S. U. enlarged student farm.

problems of youth . . . twtc~ a"t':ollege president before 39 years of age . . . Homer Price Rainey, presi·
dent of Bucknell until a few mon;t s a.go . . .. and once
head of Franklin college.
Texas boy, he got a B. A. at
Austin college (Sherman, ex.),
went to Chicago for an M. A.
and Ph.D., and returned to
Austin to teach . . . and some·
where in those years took time
off to be crack pro ball player
for Galveston in the Texas
league . . . taught at the Uni·
versity of Oregon . . . and
kept up tennis and connections
with Phi D¢lta Kappa and Pi
$8oo,ooo Spend..'T Kappa Delta. Greek clubs claiming him.
Aided by a distinguished grgup of assistants, he ·u
spend t~ $8oo1o.JO. tom.ake kids and youths of America
havea"better time with fun . . . thanks to his willing·
ness to rtla.Y tennis with any youngster he thinks is
.good . . . · and thanks to the Rockefeller~ndowed
General Edutati<;n Bo;Jrd, an agency among the many
under Dr. C':.eorge F. Zook, chief spender for various
Rockefeller causes announced under long titles.
ALREADY producing Joel McCrea of the films
(Ba,.ba,..y Cottst and others), Pomona College now
offers Robert Taylor . . . a year in pictures . . . now
on view in &oadway Melody of I936 and in Mtmfer
in

~TBALL AS FATHER PLAYED IT was

one of the many historical demonstrations
staged at the celebration of the 9xh anniversary
of thl! foanding of the U. S. Naval Academy.
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, H. L. Roosevelt,
is shown at the left with W. D. Bancroft, grand,
son of the founder of the academy.

the Flat.

Nebraska born (Beatrice is the town) · . . . small·
college man at Doane, Nebraska
. . . abandoned medicine when
he went west and foqnd college
plays at Pomona to his liking
. . . especially Jpu:rney•s End
. . . in which he was playing
when an M-G,M agent on
, campus saw him. ·
Close to stardom . . . since
he already has a stable of two
horses . . . and press agents
speak of him as taking moon,
light rides to get away from
it all . . . Sings and plays
He: Knows
piano and knows all the Pomona
Pomona ~s Songs
songs.

V. IV ·- Issue

CRAIG WOOD (right)- Tommy
Armour- Helen Hicks- Gene
Sarazen- Bill Mehlhorn -Denny
Shute-W illie Macfarlane!
Their names sound a roll call of
tense moments that have made golfing history, when prime .. condition" and heaJthy nerves were at a
premium. All are outspoken in their
preference for Camels•
..Camels are so smooth and mild
they never affect my wind," says
Craig W oo d, pictured at the right
as he paused to smoke a Camel.
Willie Macfarlane adds: .. Camels
are mild. They don't get my wind.''
Miss Helen Hicks hrjngs up the
feminine viewpoint...There's a delicacy of flavor in Camels that appeals to women. Camels never interfere with one's wind.'' And Denny
Shute says : .. I switched to Camels
years ago. I smoke them constandy,
without upsetting my nerves or disturbing my wind.''

You'll Like Their Mildness Tool
. can
Suc h experiences with Camels
be matched right among your own
tiiends. You'll like Camels too.
Camels are made from costlier tobaccos. They never tire your taste .

•

In every-day life, physical 6.tness plays a big part too.
Life's more fun when you feel
good. So mark what champions and star athletes say:
Camels don't get their wind
and don't ruJile their nerves.
That's real mildness. Try
Camels yourself, and

~hare

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS!
e Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS- Turkish and
Domestic- than any other popular brand.
(SipeJ) R.

J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

in the enjoyment of Camel's

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

mellow flavor that means so
much to othen.
CAMEL ~VAN wit/, WALTER O'KEEFE
DEAN£ JANIS • TED HUSING • GLEN GllAY aad the CASA LOMA
OROfESTRA•TaesdayaadThanday-9p.m. E.S.T., 8p.m. C.S.T.,
9:30 p.m. M.S. T., 8:30 p.m. P. S. T.-onr W ABC-Columbia Network

TuNE IN!

ARCHERY GOLF
is the new game
developed at Westm i n s t e r College.
Shots are made at
targets laid out like
holes on a goJf course.
Shoot until you hit
the target, and then
proceed. Low· score
wms.

FRANcE s
~MITH has one
· of the rnajor parts
in the Mississippi
State College for
Women production
of Barrie's ~ua.lity
Street.

RADIO WAVES POP CORN - - The radto waves emitted from the glass containers of cold salt water
are absorbed by the popcorn and converted into heat, thus popping the corn. The devise shown above
was on exhibit at the California Exposition and is one of the original laboratory models of a fever machine
now used extensively by doctors.
'

FIGHTING HAWAIIANS - - The
· University of Hawaii's fast- grid
warriors will meet the University of
California (Los Angeles) this weekend
. . .: : .............. ,..
on the latter's 6eld.

SNAKE CHARMER,- Francis Trembley is not at all trembly
when he handles the many varieties of poisonous snakes
kept by the Lehigh University biology department, where he is
an instructor and snake specialist.

FENN COLLEGE women are all in a stew over the
novel initiation stunt cooked up by the sophomore
co-eds. At the sophs' comllljnd freshmen women had to
strike their kettle helmets with one hand and balance cups
of goldfish in the other.

FORMAL E~NING WEAR was modeled by Delot1a Lee at the semi-annual
Los Angeles Junior College fashion review.

First U11.ified Plans

ViTginia·s Lawn and Rotunda

~WDER

KEG Warren Huston is the star
triple-threat junior back on the speedy
Springfield College eleven who has been giving
major grid squads in the East considerable
trouble.

AUCE
MOORE, daughter of Cinemactress
Alice Joyce, who has been appearing in
amateur theatricals at Loyola University, has
just signed a long-term 6.1m contract.

THOMAS JEFFERSON was proud of his wellearned title ..father of the University of Virginia ...
Just as well-deserved is the title ..father of American
Architecture "-of which Paris was the mother and
Rome the matriarchal ancestor. With Jefferson began
the first American ..Roman
Revival".
Intolerant of anything E~
lish or ..colonial.., Jefferson s
admiring eye and eclectic sketchbook brought home the latest
models of French taste. Even
earlier, his libraries, packed
with plates of Roman buildings, lu~lped introduce the current Romanism of European
architectural erudition. Like
his buildings, the intellectual
plan of his University was full
of French ideas.
Jefferson did ever:ything but lay the bricks at Charlottesville. His was the unmed plan, his the detailed
sketches for ec-.d:\ building, his the training of brickmakers, masons.. ani:! carpenters. Each building be
adapted from a different Roman model, so that the
whole might serve as an ~ar
dutectural tot-book··"' Not
Roman, but V irginian, is his
lavjsh distribution of trees, and ~.,....,.
the warm red of the brick set
off by the white wood trim and

green

i~.

lJl":lON College at Schenectady was the first college to adopt a unified plan.
Designed in 1812. by JosephJacques Ramee, an emigre from
Napoleonic France, its North Rotunda Portico
and South Colonnade were
built in 1814, before Jefferson's first ..Pavilion" was
begun. However, Jefferson's plans go back as far as
the R evolution.
.
Union, whose name reflects the joining of several
sects, like Virginia, one of the first State foundations,
gives the earliest evidence of the colleges escaping from
sectarian religion.
The 19th-century '"Battle of Styles_" never touched
Virginia, for Jefferson's plans were faithfully followed.
The domed chapel at Union reflects the invasion of the
..Gnth!c Revivar·. and much of Ramee'a symmetrical
plat.llin_g is lost. Even Stanford White's additions
and the r-es~orntion of Jefferson's Rotunda after the
I 895 DrC were -not too far from the origi.'lal spirit.
'this is the .si!:th :in a sper.i<ll Beries on ~~merican College Archi·
tccture. '!De .seventh, to a:ppeat I e,.:t week, .d!t discuss the Greek
¢vivai •• t Btown, low~ and Delaware universities.
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COSMIC RAY SHOWERS have been photographed by Drs. J. C. Street and E. C _Stevenson in Harvard University's physics research laboratory, and two of the rate photos are reproduced above ...The sudden expansion and consequent cooling of the argon gas within a cloud expansion chamber causes alcohol vapor to condense
upon the ions left in the wake of a cosmic ray particle. The 'track· of the cosmic ray then appears as a wisp of fog
which can be photographed," Dr. Stevenson explains.
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THIS HISTORIC
COPY DESK being
used by the staff of the
.Christian College M icrc,
heme was first used by
the late Walter Wil- BERNITA ELLIOTT, Kent
State University junior, preliams, first dean of the
University of Missouri's sided O\'er the homecoming activschool of journalism, the ities at the Ohio institution. She
first school of its kind in is a member of Delta Sigma
Epsilon and president of the
the country.
Women's Athletic Association.

~VID SILVETTE, distinguished young artist, places the finishing touches on his portrait of Dr. Harvey W.
Cox, president of Emory University, which will be presented to the university at the December celebration
?f the beginning of Emory's 10oth year. Dr. Cox has served as president of Emory for 15 years, longer than any of
1ts

thirteen presidents.
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THE SECOND YEAR in succession Helen
Gibbons directs the Arizona State T ~chers College
(Flagstaff) homecoming ~ctivities.

freshmen and sophomores
WofHENthe theTemple
University school of

pharmacy met for their 1935 pulling con~
test the second~J.ass men proved their
superiority over the first~termers.

THOUSANDS of Ohio U~iversity. rooters gather for each torchlight pep se&;ion that
the Bobcat eleven off for tts out. .of·town games.
·

is held to cheer
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IFTY MEN follow Bernice Henry to and from Bucknell
University football games, for she's the drum major at
the Lewisburg, Pa., institution.

WONG and Joe Kay
B ENNY
are working their way· throu~h
the University of New Hampshrre
running a laundry.

